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Extraordinary session of the Council
(J.n uary 1966)
In the course of the two p3ltlol its extraordinary session in Luxembourg on 17-18 and
28-29 lanaary 1.966, the EEC Council reached igreement on questions"concerning the
aPplication of the majoriry rule and on relationi with the Commission 
- 
quesiions
raised by France following the crisis which began on 30 June 1965. i
The texts of these Council agreements are given on later pages.
It will be remembered that the Council, meeting on 30 November l96j in the absence
of the French member, examined the politicallspecrs of the crisis and instructed its
President, M. Colombo, Italian Ministei of the Tre-asury, to inforni the French Govern-
ment of the joint-position of the Five. At the same time the five delegations reiterated
the appeal they had already made on 27 October 196) thar. the Freich Governmenr
should take part in an exiraordinary meeting, without rhe Commission, in order to
resume. its place within t!e_ !9m-rguqity institutions (r). A further meeting of theCouncil on 20 Detember 1965 afforded an opportunity to clarify various preTiminary
questions.
ln a note aerbale handed to the Italian Ambassador in Paris on 23 December 1965
by M. Couve de lvfurville, French Minisrer of Foreign Affairs, France made known
her readiness to take part in a meeting of the Foreign Affairs Ministers in Luxembourg.
M. \ferner, Prime Minister of Luxembourg and the new President of the council,
then convened the extraordinary Council sesdion for 17 and 18 January in Luxembourg.
First part of the session (17 and 18 January 1966)
The Council first heard the French requests concerning the application of the majoriry
rfrle and the role of the Commission.
In conformity with earlier French statements, M. couve de Murville said that in
questions of vital. interest 
-only unanimous agreement w,!s politically conceivable.vithout p.ressing for amendment of rhe Treaty the French G6vernment suggested a
sgrt--g,f political agreement-among the Six whereby the Council would absti"in from
deciding by majority vote if any member should so-request because of the vital impor-
tance of the question for his country.
Discussion of this point revealed profound differences of opinion between the French
and the- othe_r delegations. Various compromise proposali were however submitted(particularly by M. Colombo and M._ 9po"k). They aimed at giving the assurance thatin such cases.persistent efforts would bt made to ariiv. at unarrJmou"s decisions without,
however, excluding the ultimate possibility of a majority decision.
(r) See Bulletins 12-65, Ch. I and l-66, Ch. IV.
As regards the role of the Commission and its relations with the Council, M. Couve
de Murville submitted the following aid,e-mimohe (later made public) as a suggestion
to assist in subsequent discussions:
1. "Co-operation berween ihe Council and the Commission is the driving force 
.9f
the Communiry and should be manifest at euery stage. Consequently, before finally
adopting a proposal of particular importance for all ihe States, the Commission should
coni,rltlhe'Goi..n..nti ,t 
"n 
,ppro'priate levbl. Such consuitation would not imPair
rhe power of initiative and prepaiation with which the Commission is invested by the
Treity; it would simply oblige ttris institution to make iudicious use of it.
2. It should be a rule rhar in no case may the Commission ,.u.ul th. tenor of its
proposals to rhe Parliament or to public ilpinion before they have been officially
ieferred to the Council. A t'ortioi, the Commission may not take the initiative of
publishing its proposals in the official lazette of the Communities.
3. a) The Commission often proposes to the Council decisions which, instead of
dealing with the substance of the problems posed, merely give the CommisSion Powers
ro acrlater but without specifying the measures which it will take if such powers are
confered upon it (1963 proposal of trade; certain commercial policy proposals).
b) In cerrain cases the Commission can obtain authority from the Council to put into
effect the rules which the latter lays down. This delegation of powers must not imply
rhat rhe rasks enrrusred to the Commission will then be outside the purview of the
Council. True, in certain sectors such as agriculture, the Council can intervene at
executive level through its representatives on the Management Committees. However,
it must be noted th"at far fiom being contenr with Ihis system the Commission is
endeavouring to replace the Managemtnt Committees by simple advisory committees
rvhich have-no hold over it (the case of Regulation 19/65 on cartels; Commission
proposal of 1965 on transport).
c) It is importanr rhat the executive powers thus vested in the Commission should
be precisely circumscribed and leave noJoom for discretion or autonomous responsibi-
lity, failing which the balance of powers, which is a feature of the institutional structure
of'the Coi-rmunity and a basic guarantee provided by the Treaty, would not be respected.
4- The Treaty lays down that "directives shall bind any Member State to which they
are addressed as to the result to be achieved while leaving to domestic agencies
competence as to the form and means". But we cannot escape the fact that in practice
rhe Commission very ofren proposes directives which set out in detail the rules to be
aoolied. The onlv freedom rhen left to the States is to choose the form in which
,fii .onr"n,r will bL clothed and to take the necessary implementing measures.
Ir is evident that such pracrices constitute an attempt on the part of the Commission
to cause the matters dellr with by such directives to slip out of national hands into
the Community sphere of competence.
Such methods should be avoided in future.
5. ln 1959 the Council laid down the rules which, provisionally, were to govern the
recognition of diplomatic missions accredited to the Communiry (letter of 25 July 1959
6
from M. G. Pella, President of the Council, to the President of the Commission).
These rules amount to a sharing of prerogatives between rhe Council and the Commis-
sion. In particular, letters of credence ale presented to the President of the Commis-
sion, who has instituted for these occasions a ceremony modelled on thar used between
states, whereas the Treaty of Rome lays down that the Council alone may commit the
Communiry vis-)r-vis non-member countries.
A stop must th-erefore be put to the present practices and all the prerogatives of the
Council restored.
I Consequently, any approaches by foreign ,.pr.r.nru,iu.s to the Commission must
be reported with all despatch to the Council or to the representative of the State in the
chair.
7. The Treaty lays down in terms appropriate to each particular case the procedureby which the Community maintains rElations with other lnternational organiiations.
This situation seems to have been lost sight of by rhe Commission, which appears to
think that it has truly discretionary powers in this field.
The Council should judge, case by case, and purely in rhe light of Community interesrs,
the form and nature of the links to be established.
Members of the Commission must in their public statements be required to maintain
a fitting neutrality with regard to the policy followed by the Governments of the
Member States.
9. Information policy should nor be planned and implemented by the Commission
alone but jointly by the Council and the Commission. - The Council should exercise
effective, and not only budgetary, control over the Joint Information Service of the
Communities.
10. Procedures for control of the commitment and expenditure of Community funds
should be revised in order to give this control the effectiveness which, as is well-known,it lacks at present."
On discussion of the French aide-mdmoi,re it was found that there were possibilities
of agreement on certain points, subject to amendment.
Finally, at the last sitting M. Couve de Murville tabled a tentative programme of work
comprising, on the one hand, certain outstanding problems (budget, agiicultural finance
regulation, second alignment towards the common customs tariff) and, on rhe orher,
the entry into force of the Treaty on the merger of the Executives and decisions on the
composition of the new single Commission.
Discussion of this last point was brief, pointed reservarions having been expressed as
to the very principle of such a time-table.
On the first two points the Council instructed the Committee of Permanent Represen-
tativ€s to Pr-ePate the ground for its next deliberations. It then suspended the lession
until 28 and 29 January 1966 in Luxembourg.
At a press conference held after the meeting on lp Januar/, M. STerner stressed the
positive aspects which had emerged in these two-day debates. Not only was the fact
thar the Six had met together for the first time in seven months a success in itself, but
the common determination to arrive at a solution and return to the normal and harmo-
nious functioning of the institutions, and the even tenor of the discussions, gave reasons
for optimism.
Joipt meeting of the European Parliameni the Council and the Executives
On 20 January 1966, the day after the Luxembourg meeting, the annual ioint meeting
of the Insritutions was held in Strasbourg, the subject being the situation of the
Community after the crisis of 30 June 1965. M. \Terner for the Council, followed
by individual members, explained the positions of the Governments and of the Council.
The spokesmen for the politlcal groupi and numerous membErs said that the Parliament
was deeply attached to the letter and spirit of the Treaties. President Hallstein and
a member of the Euratom Commission spoke on behalf of the Executives.
A full account of the meeting is given in Chapter I of this Bulletin.
Second part of the session (28 and 29 lanuary 1966)
At the meeting of 28 and 29 larruary the Six reached agreement and the following
statements were issued:
a) Relations between the Commission and
Close co-operation between the Council and the Commission
functioning and development of the Community.
In order to improve and strengthen..this co-operation at every
considers that the following practical methods of co-operation
these methods to be adopted by joint agreement, on the basis of
EEC Treaty, without compromising the respective competences
two Institutions.
1. Before adopting any particularly important proposal, it is desirable that the
Commission should take up the appropriate contacts with the Governments of the
Member, States, through ihe Permane-nt Repiesentatives, without this procedure
compromising the right of initiative which the Commission derives from the Treat.y.
2. Proposals and any other official acts which the Commission submits to the Council
and to the Member States are not to be made public until the recipibnts have had
formal notice of them and are in possession of the texts.
The "Journal Officiel" (official gazette) should be arranged so ,ls to show clearly which
acts are of binding force. The methods to be employed for publishing those texts
whose publication is required will be adopted in the context of the current work on
the re-organization of the "Journal Officiel".
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the Council
is essential for the
Ievel, the Council
should be applied,
Article 162 of the
and powers of the
3. The credentials of Heads of Missions of non-member states accredited to the
Qom.muniry- will be submitted joindy to the president of the council .nd to rhePresident of the Commission, meeting together for this purpose.
4. The Council and the Commission will inform each other rabidlv anC fullv of anv
approach.es relating to fundamental questions made to either instituridn by rt. i.p..r.n'-
tatrves of non-member states.
'5.... Vithin the scope of application of Article 162, the Council and rhe Commission
will consult together on the ad.visability.g!, ,hg.procedure. for, and the nature of anylinks which the Commission might establish wirh- inrernationai organrzarlons pursuanrto Article 229 of the Treaty.
6. 
- 
co-operarion between the council and the Commission on the communitv,s
ilf9^t*.ligl policy, which.was the subject of the Council's discussionr 
"r zZ S.pi.-d.t1963, will 
.be strengthened in-such a way thar the programme of the Joint Inf&mationServlce wlll be drawn up and carried out in accordance with procedures which are to
be decided uPon at a latEr date, and which may include ttre estlblistrment of an ad, hoc
body.
7. \Within the framework of the financial regulatio_ns relaring to rhe drawing up and
execution of the Communities' budgets, the eouncil and thetommission wiil decide
on means for more effective control over the commitment. and expenditure ofCommuniry funds.
\
) Majority voting procedureb
I.- Iil7here, in the'case of decisions which may be taken by majority vore on a proposal
of the com-mission, very important inrerests of one or 
-br. prrrn.rc 
"r. "t rt'rk.', th"Members of the Council will endeavour, within a reasonable'rime, ro reach soluiions
which can be adopted by all the Members of rhe Council while respectins rheir mutual
interests and rhose of the community, in accordance with Article 2 of"the Trcaty.
II, rTith regard to rhe preceding paragraph, the French delegarion considerc that
where very important. interests are a1 stike the discussion *rrf be continued unril
unanimous agreement is reached.
lll. The- six delegations note that there is a divergence of views on whar should bedone in rhe event of a failure_ro reach complete agreement.
IY. 
^Ih. six. delegations nevertheless consider that this divergence does not prevenrthe community's work being resumed in accordance wirh the"normal proceduie.
The members of the Council agreed thar decisions on the following should be by
common consent:
a) The financial regulation for agriculture;
b) Extensions to the market organization for fruit and vegetables;
c) The regulation on the organization of sugar markets;
d) The regulation on the organization of markets for oils and fats;
The fixing of common prices for milk, beef and veal, rice, sugar, olive oil and
seeds.
e)
oil
Finally the Council drew up the following Programme of work:
(1) The draft EEC and Euratom budgets will be approved by written procedure before
1 5 February 1966.
(2) The EEC Council will meet as soon as possible to settle as a matter-of priority thg
problem of financing rhe common agricultuial policy.- Concurrently, discussions will
te resumed on rhe or=her quesrions, paiticularly the trade negotiations in GATT and the
problems of adjusting naiional duties on imports from non-member countries.
(3) The Represenratives of the Member States' Governments will meet on the day
fixed for the nexr Council meeting and will begin discussions on the compositio-n of
rhe new single Commission and o-n the election of the President and Vice-Presidents.
Thev will also asree on the date 
- 
in the first half of 1966 
- 
when instruments of
ratification of tlie Treaty on the merger of the institutions are to be deposited, on
condirion that the requiied parliamentiry ratifications have been obtained and agree-
ment has been reached on the composition and on the presidency and vice-presidency
of the Commission.
M. Werner's press conference
At the end of rhe second part of the extraordinary Council session on 30 January at
0.45 hours, M. lVerner held a press conference. He first remarked that two countries,
Italy and France had approved-the statements referred to above ad relerendum but that
rhii purely formal ..quir.-ent'was a common occurrence. The French and Italian
Govelnmints later confirmed their agteement.
The statements, M. '$r'erner said, were "declarations of intent of a political nature".
In answer to questions M. lVerner explained that the Kennedy round would involve
important deciiions which would come under the general rule the Council had iust
agreed concerning voting.
As regards rhe merger of the Executives, this would not become effective unless there
had bien agr..rn.ni on rhe appointmenis of the members, Vice-Presidents and Presi-
dent of the single Commission.
After the session the members of the Council expressed their general satisfaction with
the agreement reached.
lo
'fhe Commission press release
On 2 Februa ry 1966 the Commission issued the following press communiqu6:
'The commission is pleased that, after the council meeting in Luxembourg, rhe
community can now resume its normal activities, both internil and external. -
There.is a.great deal-of work to be done in the coming months, and many decisions
must be taken, to make real progress towards economic -union.
The commission is ready- to hold consultations with rhe council, in due course, in a
spirit of co-operation. and in accordance with Article t62 of the Treaty, in order to
make even closer collaboration possible between itself and the Council.'l
il
l. Joint meeting of the lnstitutions
The annual joint meeting between the European Parliament, the, 
_Councils and the
Executives of the Europein Communities was held on 20 January 1966 
-at St'asbourg-It had been decided by the Councils and the Parliament to postPone it from the usual
date (r), which is the November session of the European-Parliament. 
-No specific
subjeci'was chosen, and the meeting was devoted to a general discussion of the present
situation of the European Communities.
The meeting, presided over by M. Kapteyn and IvI. Battaryli:', foll.orye{ closely upon
the extraordfna-ry session of the Council of 18-19 January 1966, and dealt'mainly with
the institutional'problems dso discussed by the Cbuncil, namely co-oPeration letween
the Commission ind the Council and the majority voting procedure in the Council.
The President of the.Councils
Opening the meeting, M. P. $7erner, Prime Minister of the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
bo'rrg uid current Prisident of the Councils, said that the Community 
-mus! Iook beyondits plesent difficulties and continue the search for better means of safeguarding its
higlier interests; with this in mind, he went on to discuss the crisis which had begun
on 30 lune and to review the Council's activities in the past six months. 
.
The main concern of the Council, he said, had been as far as possible, by using the
written procedures, to keep the Communities in working order and continue the admin'
istration and application of the Treaties.
Although a further LO/o reduction in intra-Community tariffsAad been carried through,
the multilateral negotiations in GATT had lost momentum and so far the draft EEC and
EAEC budgets had not been tabled in the Parliament.
Having maintained rhe necessary minimum activity, the Council had kept two objectives
in mirid: it had tried to work our an agreement on the financing of agriculture which
would be acceptable to all the Member States and ittrad sought out ways-a_nd_means
of resuming n-ormal Communiry business. On the first of these points, M. !7-erner
outlined thE conclusions which'the Council had reached on 25/26 October 1965 on
the basis of the Commission's memorandum of 22 luly.
'!7ith regard ro the more specifically political aspect of the Council's activities,
M. !7ern"er referred to the C6uncil's meeiings of 2i-26 October and 29-30 Novem'
ber 1965, at which France's five partners had confirmed their agreement on certain
general principles (1). Reaffirming their loyalty to the Treaty, they had invited France
io take p.rt in an extraordinary rieeting of t[r. Council to'be aitended only by the
ministers-. The President of thd Council-said that this meeting, the first part of which
had been held on 17-18 January in Luxembourg, had takeri place in i "frank and
constructive atmosphere-'.
Before going into rhe rwo political questions raised by the French delegation, M. lTerner
explained that there was no questioh of revising the Treaty of Rome or of encroaching
on the powers and responsabilities it conferred on the Commission and the Council.
(t) See Bulletin 2-66, Ch. V, "The Council".
t2
on thp first .question, majority voting, the object was "ro find procedures makingpossib-le the harmonious development of the Community as a dhole" and on thE
second, the role of the Commiss-ion, "to render co-operation between the Council and
the Commission even more effective while respecting the responsibilities conferred
on those institutions by the Treaties". \7hile one-should ior underestimate the
differences of opinion. siill prevailing ainong the Six, M. 'Nflerner hoped thar it *oul[
be possible to find a lasting. solution to these quesrions and thus "give fresh impetus
to the Communities to which we are all devoted".
Spokesmen of the political groups
The.spokesmen of the political groups in the Parliamenr rhen presented their views
on the situation.
On behalf of the Christian Democrat Group, M. Edoardo Martino remarked first thatM. !/erner's speech did nor contain "thosi certainties for which the Parliament has
now been wairing for many monrhs". The speaker then expressed the concern of
his.group with regard to the consequences of ihe hiatus in Cbmmunity activity and
with regard to the institutional problems discussed among 'the Six at'Luxembours.
On this last point he hoped that nothing would be done to"upset rhe balance bet*ee"n
the institutions and went on to refer io the Colombo-spaali proposal to insritute a
"two-way t.11ff1c" between the council and the comm.ision'prilono the. majority
vote; he said that such 
_a. 
procedure should not encroach on th-e prerogatives o? thl
European Parliament,.which musc retiin the right_to express its -views"at all stages.
-Accepting 
q.he principle of improved arrangemerits for co-bperation berween the Co'm-
mission and the Council, M. Martino said-that the Commission could not be "foundguilty" without being given a hearing on the mistakes it was alleged to have made.
He was certain that the commission was ready to help in solving r-his problem. But
the Commission could not throw off the obligalions laii upon it b"y the Tr..ty. In this
context, M. Martino again stressed the need to ensure ihat the- institurionil balance
established by the Treary ryas not disturbed by roundabour means. The only admissible
method for any revision of the Treaty was the method laid down in the Treaty itself.
In conclusion, the speaker concurred with the President of the Council on the urgenr
nq+ to reach in agieement, ptovided that-this agreemenr was concluded in compliince
with thef..{y.. 'Any sort of agteement" negoiiated at any pricd would be uniccept-
able to the Christian Democrar Group.
Mme Strobel, speaking fo1 th9 Socialist Grg,up,,welcomed the opportunity' given to
the_ Parliament to express- its_views during a break in the negotiatio-ns ar Luxe-mbourg,
and began by criticizing the French attitu"de ar this meeting. "The French Governmenr
had brought-an indictment against the Commission.or afainsc her partners, alrhoughit was itself flouting the Treaiy by pursuing the policy of-the empry chair. 'She weirr
on to examine the problems discussed in Luxembourg, saying ihat the negotiating
.g-argin was not wide. She did not see that France hadlny 6uiin.rs to set ri;eJimit;
Moreover the Treaty specified the essential cases to whictr the unanimity rule applied
and she argued that apart from rhese cases no veto could be allowed.' As foi the
"ten points'' presented-by the French Governmenr with a view to improving co-opera-
tion between the Commission and the Council, she felt that they iere uiaccepiable
since they conflicted with the independence of the Commission. If would be a m^istake
to have a commission tied to the Council's apron-strings; such a commission could
not be expected to rake "European" initiativEs. Acco-rding to Article 162 of the
t3
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Treaty all rules in this field had to be the subject of 
.an agreement between the Council
and the Commission. Lastly, although she favoured thJTreaty on the merger of the
Executives, Mme Strobel wained the meeting of the danger that this-means. of strength-
ening the Community might become, throigh th.e appointmeni.of members making
up ih. sinele Commissio"n, a means of wJakening -the Executive. In conclusion,
Mme Strobe"l expressed the full confidence of her group in the members of the Present
Commission.
M. Gaetano Martino, speaki-ng on behalf of the Liberal G-roup, began by. congratulating
the six Governments on their"efforts to get the Community moving agail and on rhe.ir
spirit of conciliation. Turning next to-demands made !y the French Government in
,'.rr.., of the role of the Coimission, M. Martino said his impression was that the
to'1n-irrion was being made a kind of scapegoat in the clash- between France and
her five parrners, and f,e was sharply critical 
-of the. tendency to condemn the Commis-
rlon *i,fror, giving it an opportir;ity to defend itself. in addition, his gloup. had
-isgiuings orEr th"e principie of "prmanent instability" in the,office of President
oi 7f,. sTngle Commission'and 
-oue? th. principle of. the comPlete renewal of theCommissioil. It was to be feared that thesd plani would be an extuse for transforming
tt Co-r"ission from a political body int6 a technical body, in other words they
would be a subrerfuge to imend the Tieaty. He also feared that in the long run the
prerogarives of the iurop..n Parliament whereby it exercised political control over
the *"ork of the Commission would be abolished'
As for the problem of rhe majority vote, he felt that 
-altho"gh this rule was not usedin practice ir should however srand, since it was a safeguard against recourse to veto,
a 'ideterrent" which one might not wish to use but liked to Possess. In any case
it... *.. no quesrion rhat th"e majority rule-could be..abolishld ty inter-governmental
agreement, sinie rhe only procedure a[6_weJl.for amending 
.the Treaty was parliamenrary
piocedure,'the Treaty hiving been ratified by the six Parliaments.
Lastlv he wondered whether the Parliament was to be consulted at each of the three
r..-ai1"Sr provided for in the Spaak proposal, a procedure which in any case had
caused-some confusion within his group.
M. de Lipkowski, speaking on behalf oh the UDE Group, began by welcoming the
resumption of negoiiationl in Luxembourg and called upon the Parliamenr, instead
oi;i.'ue[ing in dlscord", to refrain from iny action which might complicate the task
of the negotiators.
He felt that the maiority vote should "coincide with certain trends in.Europe". Ir.]oY,
political integration'had not kept abreast of economic integration and it was preciselyt'rhir dir.rg."nt political trend which brings us today to an attemPt to mitigate the
majority ,i.". ' After expressing his regre.t a1$.looking fg.rw.ard to the resumPtion
of tonversations on a poliiical E[rope, M. de tipkowski said that- they had to. accepc
the fact that no gor.rrirn.nt *as reaiy to bow to- majority rule and agree that its vital
interests might be called in question or trampled upon.
Going on to discuss the memorandum on the Commission put in by the French Govern'
..rrih. said that the need was to see that "certain practices" which the Commission
had succeeded in establishing "through the dynamism of its activiry" were abolished
so as to enable the Commission to resume its proper role as a conciliator.
The renewal of the Commission, so far from raising questions of personalities, was
simply part and parcel of the establishment of a single Commission.
t1
The time-table submitted by the Irench Government was "by no means hard-and-fast";it was prompted solely by "the desire to resolve the crisis',. '
He 
.felt rhat agreemenr was, possible p-rovided rhere was goodwill on both sides, andin this connection he feared ihat the bermans might draf in probL.s exrraneous rothe Co.mmunity, notably the Kennedy round, as a p"recondiiion io settlng in. ?],i.".i"g
of agriculture.
Members of the Council
The members of the Council pres€nt, with the exception of M. lyerner, president ofthe Council, who had already spoken, then explained the posirio"r 
"f i-ri.i. i.rp..iir.countries.
M. Luns, Netherlands Minister for loreign Affairs, spoke of the three essential problemsfrom the standpoint of entire loyalty to"rhe lettei a'nd rhe rpiri,;i,.-h. i;d.----'"
In the first place, he said, the majoriry vore must be kept, otherwise each Memberbtate would have an absolute righc of veto which "national pressure groups', would
not hesirate to urge rheir governments at any moment to uri. Bur, ire rtt ir *r,
absurd to tear that the majority vote would be used against one or other of theMember Stares, for these majority decisions wourd be ,it ., *r.lv in the commoninterest. If such were nor the caie, the community, whatever the'voring p;;Jr;;;;
could nor survive.
\flith tegard to. co-operation between the Council and the Commission, M. Luns consid-
ered the -hrench Government's memorandum as no more than a basis for discussion
with the Commission in accordance with Article 162 of the Treaty-
He thought.it unlikely that the Netherlands Parliament would ratify the Treaty mergingthe ljxecurives, which would. signify the end of the present'Commission, b.%;knowing.what agreement had bJen ieached on the .oniporirion;i ,h.-fg; ;il;i;Commission.
Referring to the Luxembourg meeting, M. Luns expressed mixed feelings, on the onehand concern because no.progress halbeen made ori essential pointr, ,-nf,i;;i;';rh;;,
hope in the pursuit of the discussions, although on certain pblntr in. fiu. .ortJ 
"oimake concessions.
M. spaak, Belgian.Minister ror- Foreign Affairs, began by reburring rhe attacks made
on the,ministers,.giving a faithful account of whar t"rrey rr'ad done aitheir last..;;in;to resolve the crisis at the earliest possible moment.
He said that so far it had been "a dialogue between the Commission representins theinterests of Et'rope and the Governmenis representing narional int...rt!; *tl.f,'tuJ
enaDled rhe communrty to make progress, and he paid tribure to the work of the
EEC. Commission; none the less whateier their loyaliy to this institurion it would be
a mistake, he felt, to regard. it as sacred. Hence the quest for an improvem.ni i,
relations between rhe Commission and rhe Council *^ .,^or to b. cond#r.a ir-iri.ii,provided that the. responsibilities and the authority of the Commission were norimpaired. Examining one by one the French requesti concerning the external relations
of the com-muniry and- information policy, M. siaak took the vTew that for these twoquestions the Treaty formed no obitacle to joiirt competence of the Council and of
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the Commission. But it must be understood that in accordance with Article 162 of.
the Treary, every measure in this field must be taken only by agreement between the
two instiiutions' "if we reach agreement among the ministers, we must discuss the
matter with the Commission". '
M. Spaak went on to discuss the maiority-vote,.saying forthrightly'I believe in the
majoiiry principle... I have never been able toimagine an organ-ization in which the
creitiori oi ail iuthority had been prevented". Maiority v-ote was-the-law of the.Treaty:
it was unanimity whiih constitut;d..the excePtion. 
-M. Spaak ad{ed that certainly.the
maiority vote involved some risk. "But on behalf of the Belgian Government I declare
rnai t dm ready to run rhe risk because I believe it is a mo?erate one and because if
we really want a Europe we must accept this principle and its application."
Recalling rhat nevertheless the intention of the signatories of the Treaty 
-had-beenthat imfortant decisioru should be taken as far as possible. unanimously, Y.. Spry*
said rhai the solurion consisted therefore in designing "procedures which would make
the majoriry vote a last resort", for example by a -system of tyq or. three rgadilSf
before ihe maiority vore, and by giving an iisurance thit what had already been decided
unanimously,'not;bly in respict- of ihe common agricultural-policy, "could not be
undone bv t oualifi6d maior'itv from 1 Ianuary 1966 onwards". This was an unreal
problem, h. r"id, since thi Commission would iirst have to make proposals to destroy
fuhat it had itself created.
He stressed the urgenr need for a solution. He had asked the Belgian Parliament to
ratifv the Treaty riergins the Executives, but the Government would flot dePosit its
instrument of ratificat-ion-untjl agreement had been reached on the com-position of the
single Commission. Recalling in his closing remarks thal the Treaty.of Rome was, in
rhe"intention of its signatoriei, a stage towaids a political Iulope. and- that-progress. in
this field had fallen s=hort of what had been expected, M. Spaak raised the question
of the "political counrerpart" to,economic deGlopment, which. had gone.very fat,
a questioi to which must be added that of the trend of thought in Great Britain.
M. Lahr, State Secretary in the German Foreign Ministry, confirmed, 
-in a short reply
to M. de Lipkowski, tiar Germany intended io raisf the questions of customs union,
tax harmoniiation, commercial polity and the Kennedy round in the course of discussion
of the financial regulation foi agriculture, with a view to the harmo_qiqus Progress
of the Community,6ut rhar at thJmoment the only questions being studied in Luxem-
bourg should concern the irnproveme.nt of co-opeiation, which was- already excellent,
betwEen the Council and the Commission, and-an agreement on the concePt of the
majority vote. He said that it would be a mistakeio exaggerate the importance..of
rhii qulstion in practice, and recalled that in the_ eight years of the Community's life
there'had only been ten cases in which it had been necessary to. resort 
-to-maiority
voting. He itressed once again the need for-a_Commission capable of..fulfilling its
role a"s defender of the common interest and of discharging its responsibilities.
M. Storchi, Italian Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs, confined himself to the observa-
tion thar in view of the Italian position of strict loyalty to the Treaties, any direct or
indirect encroachmenr on the prerogatives of the Commission or of the Parliament
would be unacceptable.
The Executives
Recalling that the Commission had not publicly approved nor had it criticized the
decision"to exclude it from participation in the lxtr-aordinary meeting of 
_the Council,
M. Hallstein said that, as custodian of the Treaty, the Commission had a share of
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resPonsibility for the.matters under discussion at the extraordinary meering. But the
ry.af things had moved had confirmed that the Commission had beJn wise iil remainins
silent.and had strengthened its.feeling of having thus contributed to the i;";l;p;;;?the sit,ation. This, he added, applied to-all the problems being dealt';irh;;
Luxembourg.
The c.ommission, the ,pg"!., .onrirru.i, would be grateful if the council would keepin mind the question of th-e Commission's particip"ating in these ai*"iii"*-,llr-r,"rl
ctecldlng as to the Preclse torm of such participation and without any considerations
ot Presilge.
Pju.ling. with relations berween the Council and the commission, he welcomedM. spaak s assurances, saying that these questions could gnry be u**.r.a bt 
"g;;;;;;;between the Council and the Commission. This was laid down explicitly in Arficle 162.
fvI, Spaak, he added had referred to the matters coming- under the h.l"aing lii.f.rio*between the Council and the Commission". This covere? relations in the gineral sense,but also the examination of external problems, which, 
"r M. S;rrk hid so .inr,rtJsaid, were a special field for close -co-operation bitween th; iorn.ir- rnd"-iii!
Commission.
Turning to questions of substance, he continued:l'T-he most important thing that,the
Commission has to say at present ... is that the Parliament and'the Counciimay resr
assured that the Commission is disposed, in so far as it is associated with the soiutiori
of- the 
.crisis, to co-operate fully 
-with the greatesr goodwill in itre A.;a f;;-;hi,solution".
Compliance with'the Treaties was required not merely out of respecr for the rule oflaw but because it was clear that in the case in point-the Treaty 6f Rome established
a balance between the. sacrific6s expecred of thi Member statis 
"ra 
,n. ;a;;r"g.,
they gained from the Communicy.
If it should one day be found that the Treary needed improvement, this would haveto be done by amegdment of 
.the Treaty itself, since such a contingency *rr frouia.Jtor; to amend the Treary in this way was in no way to violate it.- 
_.
On behalf of the Commission he thanked the members of the Council and of thePadiament who had spoken in defence of the community and its furure.
M. 
.Sassen, speaking for the Euratom Commission, 'began by recalling that majoritydecisions were normal practice under the Euratom TrEaty ,hd that t"he Consuliativl
committee for Nuclear-Research was a happy example of co-operatiol b.t*i.n tt,
commission-and the council. He devoted ih6 re$-of his speech^to Eurrto*t lrag.i
problems, which were particuiarly serious and called for prompt decisions.
General debate
Several members of the Parrliament took part in th. d.but., speaking in their personal
capaciry and as. members of their politicai group.
Y. yar, speaking on behalf of .the- Budget committee of the European parliahent,dwelt. on.the grave. consequeJrces arising from the lack of communiry budgets. Th;
fact that in Septembeq the Five had examined the budget proposals b| theriselves and
\
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had oreferred nor to tie the hands of their sixth partner had led to many harmful
.onr.'qu.r.., for the Community, for example in the social field the withholding of
srants'in aid of redundant sulp6ur mine workers in Italy, the absence of a common
iapid vocational training progtamme, and-in the politiial field.with regard to the
lirican and Malagasy aisoc'iate-s, rejection of requesti for the apfrintment of personnel
and its impact on"the evaluation and execution-of projects submitted to the EuroPean
Developm6nt Fund for.financing.
M. Furler (Germany, Christian Democrat) began b-y saying. that although it would be
wrong to trtk of a failure, the negotiations begun by the Six lay und-er a shad<jw: the
hard "demands of the French GovErnment. Ii was in the interest of the Community
that any method that might be construed as an ultimatum should be renounced at
once.
The speaker then turned to the question of maiority vote and rejected_the argument
that a' Member State should be ible to plead the defence of its overriding interests
to set aside this procedure: this would introduce 
.a de facto 
-right of veto, which could
have serious .oro.qo.n..r and could lead in particular to a freezing of the agricultural
policy: without a majoriry vote on certain matters'effective co-oPeration could not
iontihue; the Commuhity'was something more than a mere association of countries,
to which the unanimity iule could properly be applied.
As for the Commission, one of the four pillars of the Communiry, to contend, as did
the French Governmeni, that it was not an independent body but was subordinate to
the Council of Ministers was to fly in the face of the Treaty and was contrary to- the
spirit of the negotiations at Val Duchesse. Many things would not have been done
ii the Commissi-on had not independently taken the initiative of presenting propo;a,ts.
M. Furler added that his poliricil group gave full support to the Commission and its
President; they had done'excellenl wo-rliand did nbt deserve the criticism'levelled
at them.
It was true, he concluded, that a crisis could have salutary 
-effects, but it did not
necessarily do so if the measures taken to resolve it departed from basic principles
and the sleds of later crises were sown.
M. Van Offelen (Belgian, Liberal) beg4 by pointing to several positive factors which
he thought noteworrh:y in the period of criiiithey were traversing. The further l0Vo
tariff cu"t was anothe; step on- the road to customs union, which now seemed certain
to be attained. The exte-nsion of arrangements made on 1 July 1963 with .regard to
rhe common cusroms tariff was another positive factor. But the most important
element was obviously the resumption of negotiations between the six Governments.
In this connection, he said that the political role of the members of the Commission
should not be compromised. They must be allowed tq 8o on negq:iating with as much
aurhoriry as in thi past and should remain respons-ible to the EuroPean Parliament.
As for ihe maiority -vote, it was, he said, the rial basis for the building of Europe.
He wondered *hri fotm an agreement would take, whether it would be a written
protocol or a verbal announceirent b-y 1!re Council of Ministers or by each of the
Governments, on the interpretation of this principle.
M. Blaisse (Nethedands, Chrisiian Democrat) made the point that any attempt to
subordinate the Commission to the Council of Ministers would be an infringement
of Articles 115 and 157 of the Treaty, which confer on this body independence and
powers of decision.
.t8
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M. Blaisse-acknowledged th-at presidency of the Commission by rotation was a possibility
admitted.by the.Treaty, 
-bur such an_ arraflgement would-ar the preseni time beinadvisable since it could be interpreted as a iort of renunciation.
He thought that some kind of parallel relationship should be maintained between the
deposit.oJ instruments of ratificition of the mergEr Trcaty and the Agreement on the
composition of the new single Commission.
M. Vredeling (Netherlands, Socialist) agreed on this last point and said that he could
not imagine that the Netherlands Parliament would ratify the Treaty merging the
Executives under the threat of an ultimatum. He went on to examine th6 disadvan-lages,
which he felt would be harmful to the building up of an agricultural policy or to -rhe
completion of the Kennedy negotiations, of maintaining the unanimiiy 
^i1..
!S!Iy,. h-e was in favou-r of a European federation which could co-operate with theUnited States without being melted away, as was feared by some,-in an Atlantic
Community.
M. Moreau de Melen (Belgium, Christian Democrat) decided nor to use the time
allotted to him and confined himself to asserting his personal loyalry to rhe Treaty.
M. Dichgans (Germany, Christian Democrat) was mainly concerned with longer-term
objectives: the geographical extension of the community and the co-ordinition of
economic policies.
M. Metzgen (Germany, Socialist) said it was clear from the discussions that the
Parliament was unanimous in supporting efforts to bring France back to the conference
table and added that the fact thii one partner did notJulfil its treaty obligations was
no reaso[ for the others to evade theirs.
Replying to the 
_debate, M. Iferner, President of the Councils, thanked the speakers
and assured the Parliament, though there were details on the negotiations wliich he
could not give, that the Six were determined to achieve results. AJ for his role, which
was to help to compose differences of opinion, he added that this did not mean rhe
exercise of presidency without guiding principles. From the opinions voiced by the
parliamentariani in the 
_course of the debate, M. '$Terner was particularly struik by
the unanimous resolve of the Parliament not to countenance amendment of the Treatiei
by roundabout procedures. This was also the intention of the Council, and in particular
there was no question 
_whatever "of bringing the Commission under the tuielage of
the Council". He added that the ministers had not so far discussed the problem of
the rotation of the presidency within the Commission and that it was impossible at
prcsent to see what precise form assurances on the practice of rhe maiority vote might
take. He concluded by assuring the House that the Council was fully iware of ihe
concern it felt, notably in connection with the development of the Kennedy round
and 
.over budgetary mitters, and that its views would 6e taken fully into aciount in
the "decisive negotiations" to be resumed on 28 January.
In a closing spegc,h, M. Kapteyn, Vice-President of rhe European Parliament, said that
the meeting had brought to the fore the unanimous determination of the parliamen-
tarians and of the representatives of the other institutions to remain faithful to the
Ietter and to the spirit of the Treaties and that it had therefore served its purpose.
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ll. Economic impact of energy prices
A study on the economic impact of energy prices will shortly be published in the EEC
Commission's Economic and Financial Series. The Commission asked a group of
independent experts to prepare a full report on this problem, which is highly relevant
to the planning of energy policy. It is essential to know the consequences of nieasures
that may affect the general price level for fuel and power and also of recourse to
alternative sources of energy on considerations of price.
The experts find that on the avera1e, Ieaving aside the production of energy itself,
energy costs account for between 3 and 4 Vo of the total value of production, depending
on the country. The percentage is generally higher in basic industries than in
manufacturing. Moreover there are sometimes appreciable differences in the same
sector between one country and another.
In all sectors except steel, wages and salaries account for a higher percentage than
energy; but energy costs account for a higher percentage than amortization in several
sectors, such as non-metallic mineral products, steel, non-ferrous metals, chemicals,
and the paper industry.
Twenty-two percent of all the Community's exports come from sectors in which energy
costs represent l0 Vo or more of the value of production, whereas those sectors only
account for 15 %o of total production. The exports of sectors in which the share of
energy costs in the value of production is 5 7o or more represent 39 7o of rhe total,
and the value of their productiot23 7o.
The overall effects of changes in energy prices have been calculated separately for each
sector. Differenc hypotheses have been put forward regarding the way enterprises
react to a variation in prices. According to the most likely hypothesis it would seem
that the overall effect of a change in the price of energy is appreciably greater than the
share of direct energy costs might suggest. In certain cases, the effect on the price
of the products is almost one third of the variation in the price of energy, and in many
processing industries it approaches l0 /o.
By way of comparison, the same calculation has been applied to two other imporranr
basic products: chemicals and steel. In several cases, such as the construction of
machinery, ships and motor vehicles, the impact of variations in the prices of steel
products is greater than that of variations in the price of energy; dhe same applies to
variations in the prices of chemical products in the rubber, clothing and textile indus-
tries. But, generally speaking, a variation in the price of energy seems to have a
greater effect on overall final demhnd than does a variation in the prices of steel or
chemical products. The preponderant influence of energy prices is also apparent
where exports and private consumption are concerned. The same applies, although
to a lesser extent, to fixed investment.
An examination of the influence of energy prices on the siting of enterprises indicates
that, even for the most sensitive sectors, energy prices have often been only one factor
among several in determining where factories should be established. The experts
therefore consider that in future it will usually be other factors 
- 
such as availability
of manpower, building sites and of other infrastructure, proximiry of outlets and, in
certain cases, incentives offered in pursuance of economic policy 
- 
that prove decisive
when a choice has to be made between various areas for the siting of enterprises.
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-f,,1€f,,ftiel n1a,y, however, condition.regional .development in other ways, aparr fromthelr drrect rncrdence on the. siting of enterprises wiih a heavy power'con'sumprion.
pnergy prices may exeft an influence 
- 
dif?icult to assess bur'n6ne rhe less ,.'ul 
-because of the interdependence that exists between sectors with a heaw power consumD-tron and sectors with a low consumption, which is a rypical feature of th. ..ono-'ic
structure of various areas. This if the case whenevei'two conditions are fulfilieJ:
when the economic srructure of the arga depe_nds on one key industry, and when t-tre
siting of the latter industry is itself influencid by the price 6f .rg;;y.
The 
.input'output table shows that certain industries with 4 heavy power consumprion
are in- fact )ikely to dominate the economic structure of an 'ar'ea because oi ,n.polartzing,,effecg which results from the volume of their dealings with industries
"upstream" and "downstream". of course, this polarizing efflct ao., no, 
"rii.automatically.. A.key industry stimulates the development of"industries up and do*n
the line, but there is no hard-and-fast causal relationsfrip.
In the future, this reason for the concentration of industry in certain areas may possibly
become less importanr, because wirh technical plogress ih. 
"*ount "a-;;;r;y;;Ji!? llqducg pfima* materials. is diminishing .nd Secuuse the structrr. ;al;i;t;changrng in thar the relative importance of manufacturing tends to increase.
In conclusion, th.e expegg study the effects of variations in energy prices on general
economic-cxpansion. 
- 
Their analysis suggests that the effect of a ieduction in"enersv
prices differs appreciably according to ifr'ether ir is occasioned by a reduction i; ;fiL
irnp9* or production cost, on the one hand, or by a change in taxation on the other.In the first case it can be shown that the influence on gEneral development 
-t 6;cumulative, the limit only being reached at the point of- fuu employrient. Vh.r"
the change in energy prices is due to a change in-taxation, a distinction musr be made
accotding to whether this 
-change brings energy prices further from or nearer to thelevel that would correspond to iis actual scarci[, accordinq to the business siruation at
the time when the change. in price occurs, and -according Io any taxation arrangements
that have been introducEd in place of those rhat previjusry aiplied to energy.
In cases where the reduction in energy prices is due to a reduction in the cost ofimporting or producing it, the calculatjoi shows that above a cerrain difference the
change mly be of benefit to the communiry after a period of adiustment and notwith-
standing the initial burden. How great the iesult is ddpends, however, on the incidence of
the hypotheses concerning the speed and cost of thi necissary conversion operations.
To sum up,.though the answer varies according to the approach adopted, this prob-
l.* 
- 
the impac of the price of energy as a Tactor of pibduction i is clearly' very
important. 
- 
In 
-fact,. while it is not the iole not even the primary consideration in thldecisions of industrialists and of those who direct econo.it poli+, the price of energy
is neveitheless a far from negligible factor.
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III. lnternal activities
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMON MARKET
Tariff measures introduced on L January 1966
New reduction of intra-Cdmmunity duties
l. Like the earlier ones the new reduction in intra-Community customs duties on
1 January 1966 represented 10 7o oI the duties applicable on L Januaty 19-57. fhis
broueht ihe total ieduction in duties on industrial products ro 80 Vo. \7ith a few
e*ceftions this reduction has been linear.
The reduction oo l January 1966 wasthe eighth since the Treaty came into force.
Under the acceleration deiision two extra reductions were made, so that customs
disarmament is ahead of the time-table in Article 14 of the Treary, which provided for
only six reductions by I January 1966. At this date the balance sheet of intra-
Community customs disarmament is as follows:
1 July 19)9: lO %o reduction 
- 
all products
1 July 1960: lO.7o rcduction 
- 
all products
I lanuary 196I: lO 7o rcduction 
- 
industrial products
5 Vo reduction 
- 
non-liberalized agricultural
products
No reduction 
- 
liberalized agricultural pro'
ducts
I January 1962: lO Vo reduction 
- 
all products
t luly L962: l0 Vo rcdtction 
- 
industrial products
5 /o reduction 
- 
certain agricultural products
I Jriily 1961: tO 7o reduction 
- 
all products
I Jawary 1965: I0 Vo reduction 
- 
all ptoducts
I January 1966: 70 7o rcduction 
- 
all products
First acceleration
decision 12 May
1960
Treaty 
-Article L4
Second accelera-
tion decision 15
May 1962
are 60 or 65 Vo of the original duties
to a common market organization the
I Tr."ry 
-J Article 14
Treaty 
-Article L4
)
For aqricultural products, the total reductions
accord'ing to ptoiuct. For products subject
customstutiei are replaced by levies.
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legal.instramenfi: ln carrying our rhe tariff reduction fixed for I January 7966 theMember States have used the following legal instruments:
Coutrtry Instrument Date
Germany
Belgium
Netherlands
Luxembourg
France
Italy
"Verordnung" to be published in the
"Bundesgesctzblatt"(Advance notice in "Bundeszollblatt"
No. 69 of 30 Dec. 1965)
Royal order of 27 Dec. 1965("Moniteur belge" of 30 Dec. I965)
Royal order of 23 Dec. lg65(Staatsblad No. 593 of 28 Dec. 1965)
Ministerial regulation of 28 Dec. lg65(Mdmorial No. 79 of 3l Dec. 1965)
Decree No. 66/18 of 7 Jan. 1966("Journal officiel" of 8 Jan. I966)
A decree to be published in the "GazzetlaUfficiale" (Advance notice in Nlinistry
of Finance Circular No. 310 of
22 Dec. 1965)
The day follorving publi-
cation in the "Bundesge-.
sctzblatt", but effective
fronr I Jan. 1966
I Jan. I966
I Jan. 1966
I Jan. 1966
For Paris 8 Jan. 1966;for the provinces one day
after publication
According to publicationin the "Gazzetta Uffi-
ciale", but with cffect
from I Jan. 1966.
Exceplions: The undernoted exceptions were made from the linear reduction rule:
G_ermany:.Irryok]ng the provisions of the Treaty which permir "adjusred" reductions,
Germany limited tg J5 % the reduction of duties on 7 heidings comprising leather and
certain leather articles, and to 78 %o the reduction on certain fabrics under headine
56.07 /8. As regards the reduction of total customs receipts to be effected by tho#
cuts as a whole, the situation is rectified by the fact that reductions grearer than those
normally envisaged have been made for various other goods. It should be noted that
Germany, which on I July 1964 had reduced ceftain duries independently, and thus
had brought the total reduction on a great number of indusrial producis to go %o
before the appointed date, dit nor.mal<e any new reducrion on i January 1966 in
resPect of these ProducB.
ltaly: By Commission decisions under Article 226 of the Treaty, Italy has been author-
ized to maintain higher duties on products of the lead, zinc, sulphur and silk secrors
than would be normal under the Treaty and the two acceleration decisions.
Special caset: Cefiain special cases of countries and products should also be menrioned:
flgerian prodacts: Im_ports from Algeria inro. Germany will benefit by the intra-
9ommunity_duties in force.after_1 January l)66. Algbrian products imported into
Benelux and Italy will not benefit by the nev/ reduction of intra-Communiry duties;
they will still pay the duties applicable in 1965.
Greek products:Here only those Greek products which do nor come under the normal
system of intra-Communiry duties are concerned. These are the products for which
the EEC-Greece Association Convention provides special treatmenr. They do not
share in the general reduction of EEC duties, altough for some of them the-duty has
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had to be reduced, but for other reasons 
- 
concerned with the fact that EEC duties
may nor be higher than the corresponding duties of the common tariff applicable to
non-member countties.
Beel and ueal: ln conformity with Regulation No. 14/64 products in this sector will
benefit by the l0 Vo rcduction only with effect from 1 Apil L966.
(Jnnzanufactured, tobacco: h 1961 the totd reductions in thb duties of heading 24.01
were already 70 % of the original duties (normal reduction_ for agricultural products:65%). There was no furthei reduction on L January 1966. These proCucts, more-
over., are s_t,bject to government monopoly in France and Italy.
Dried grapu in pach,agu ol ap to 15 kilos net weight (tarit'f heading 08.04-8-1)
For these products the system is as follows:
Germany: exemption from duty
Benelux, France, Italy: By virtue of a decision taken in the EEC framework total reduc-
tions by 1 January 1.966 reached 90 % of the original duty.
The following table shows the customs duties position in the Six Member States after
this eighth-intra-C-ommunity customs disarmament oPeration.
MeEber
State
Nit
duti6(other
than
ECSC
and
EuatoE
Ad valorem duties
Pcition
otr
10.1 to
20%0.1 tot0%
20.1 lo
30%
Above
10%
2.3
0.15
4
0.4
Germauy
Benelux
France
Italy
1.1.67
t.l.6B
I . 1.57
t.1.60
22.3
20.7
20. 0
29.8
r3.3
13.45
0.8
I t.4
2.95
3.3
3.0
3.0
3.2
2.1
2.t
2.50
3.1
I .35
t.5
0.-5
0.26
1.4
r.3
4.55
60. 8
7 .75
60. I
1.9
67 .75
0.0
70. 0
27.0
8.7
29.1
5.0
6.7
12.0
lr.3
t2.2
34.4
3.4
33 .4
0.5
40. I
3.3
45. 6
2.0
3t.2
0.4
22.6
0.3
Alignment towards the common customs tariff
2. The end of the second stage was the second time-limit fixed in Article 23(l) oI
rhe Treaty for the progressive intro'duction of the common customs tariff. These
provisions lay down that the difference between the rates actudly applied by che
Member States on 1 January 1957 and those of the common custom tariff should again
be reduced by 30 Vo.
For the agricultural products listed in Annex II of the Treaty the difference was again
narrowed by 30 Vo on 31 December 1965.
For industrial products, and in conformiry with the decisions of the Representatives of
the Governments of the Member States meeting in the Council on 12 May 1960,
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lntra-Commanity datier ar a percentdge ol the lotal namber ot' d.aties
ECSC
atrd
EuratoE
duties
Smcificdutis(vayng
:^::^-^- 5.1 to
20%on1.1.1966
15 May 1962 and ?2 Mly 1961 (r), the difference has already been reduced rwice
- 
on 1 January l96L and on 1 July 1963. However, because of the basis of calcula-
tion chosen, a new reckoning of approximation was to be made on 1 January 1966 and
adiustments effected, excepi wheri appropriate decisions *ere maie in 'conformity
with the Tr_eaty by the competent Community authorities for those tariff headingi
whose rates have not been reduced by at least 20- /s, either by Council decisions formalTy
approvir.rg the Protocol to the General Agreemenr on Tariffi and Trade and embodying
the results of the 1960/ 1961 ConferencJ and of its additional Protocol, or by Councii
decisions subsequent to 1 July 1963.
In a memorandum of 19 Ocrober 1965 the Commission drew the Council's attention
to the special position of-customs duties applicable to industrial products imported from
non-merirber countries after 1 January 1166. The Commission also poinied our rhat
the- Treaty provision_s whose application could be envisaged were thosi of Arricles 26
and 28. a-"14q 26 permits ihe Commission to author'lze any Member State encoun-
tering-special difficulties to,postpone the lowering or the raising, in accordance with the
provisions of Article 23, of the duties on certain headings of ilts tariff up to a limit of5 7o of the value of its total imports from non-me-mber countries.^ Arricle 28
emPow-ers the Council-to decide upon moCifications or supensions of the CCT duties,
i.e. to fix a new basis for the approximation of national duiies.
The Council has instructed-a working prrty to'rnrke a technical siudy covering various
classes of products grouped in the iight of the co-*unity's attitudt in the "Kennedy
round negotiations. Th-e working party will consider to which of the products in
question the provisions of Articles 26 or 28 may be applied.
Tariff. quotas
3. On 24.lanuary 1;)66.the gommission,- acting under Article 25 (3) of rhe Treary,
granted Italy {or 1966 a duty-free quota of 14 000 tons for imporrs from non-member
countries 9f f-resh, chilled or frozen tunny fish for the fish-canning indusrry, heading
ex 03.01 B I b of the common cusroms tiiff (,).
4. Ol?4.Janu.ary 1966 the Commission, acting under Article 2r(3) of the Treary,
granted- Italy a duty-free quota of 34 000 tons foi imports from non-member countriis
for 1966 of cod, including stockfish and-llippfish, salted, in brine, or dried, heading
03.02 A I b of the commoh customs tariff ().
5. 
-Ol 2p Janugry.1966, the-gommission, acring-under_Article 25 (, of the Treaty
authorized the following tariff quotas for Italy-for 1966 (s):
Tariff beading Description of products Qumtity Duty
cx 0I.02 A II
ex 08.01 A
Bulls, cows and heifers of the Schwyz, Simmen-
tal and Fribourg strains, other than those inten-
ded for slaughter
for incorporation in animal Ieeding-
3 000 t.8 %
head
l0 000 4%
tons
- Dates
stulfs
O S.. 
"ffl.t.l gazette No. 58, 12 September 1960, No. 41., 28 May 1962 and No. 83,I May 1963.(2) ibid., No. 30 of 19 Februarv 1966.(3) ibid., No. 27 of 16 February 1966.
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6. On 28 January 1966 the Commission, acting under Article 25 (3) of the Treaty
granted to the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union a quota of 400 tons at 4.5 7o duty
for imports from non-member countries in 1966 of pilchards of the sardina ocellata
variety, fresh, chilled or frozen, for the fish-canning industry, heading ex 03.01 B I c of
the common customs 
.tariff (').
COMPETITION
Rules applicable to enterprises
Communication from the Commission to a
cement cartel
European
7. The EEC Commission has informed 53 cement firms in Belgium, Germany, and the
Netherlands that, "after provisional examination", it considers the agreemeht regulating
rhe Netherlands cement market, notified by them, to fall under the ban on cartels in
the EEC Treaty and that no exemption is justified [Article 85(1 and 3)].
The effect of this communication is that the Commission may issue a decision imposing
fines on the enterprises concerned if they persist in applying the agreement (Arti-
cle 15(6) of Council Regulation No. 17). The Commission envisages such a commu-
nication when, "after provisional examination", ir concludes that there is a manifest
infringement of the Treaty rules on competition.
The agreement provides inter alia for quotas on deliveries of cement and clinker to
rhe Netherlands. The parties have fixed uniform selling prices and conditions anC
undertaken not to set up cement works on each others' territory without consent.
After provisional study of the facts, the Commission came to the conclusion that this
agreement adversely affects trade in cement and clinker between the Netherlands on the
one hand and Belgian and Germany on the other and at the same time restricts compe-
rition on Nerhedinds_markers for these products. The study has nor brought.to light
any evidence that the agreement helps to improve proCuction or distribution of the
products, or to further technical or economic progress, while at the same time passing
on to users a fair share of the resultant benefit, consequently qualifying for exemption
from the ban on cartels.
Exclusive dealing agreements: exemption
Treaty ban on cartels
from the
8. The EEC Commission has for the third time issued a decision declaririg inapplicable
the ban on cartels in Article 85 (1 and 3) of the Treaty. This decision concerns two
agreements by which the French firm "Maison Jallate S.A." of Nimes grants exclusive
distribution of its protective footwear:
in Germany, to Hans Voss KG, of r$(/enden near Brunswick, and
in Belgium, to S.A. Vandeputte, Boechout (Lier) (').
(t) See official gazette, No. 27 of 16 February 1966.('z) ibid., No. 3 of 6 Jantary 7966.
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Jallate undertakes not to sell to other firms or persons in the above countries but does
not undertake to prevent indirect deliveries to the area covered ("rival imports").
On the other hand, rhe exclusive dealers must keep stocks of the products in question
in their respective countries. They are not forbidden to re-export to other countries;
they buy and sell Jallatte's protective footwear for their own account and fix selling
prices themselves. The agreement between Jallate and Vandeputte also has an
exclusive buying clause (in resrraint of competition) under which the exclusive dealer
undertakes for the duration of the agreement not to buy or sell articles similar to those
manufactured by Jallate.
In this ruling the Commission confirms the opinion expressed in the D.R.U.-BIondel (r)
and Hummel-lsbecque (') cases, i.e. that exclusive dealing agreements, though falling
under the ban on cartels, may nevertheless be approved. But this is the first time
chat the Commission has ruled that an exclusive dealing agreement working both ways(on sales for the manufacturer, and on purchases for the dealer) may also be exempted
from the Treaty prohibition. The undertaking by Vandeputte i.e. to buy protective
footwear only from Jallate is considered essential to the aim of the parties, which is to
improve as far as possible the distribution of the prodricts in question having regard
to marker conditions.
9. The EEC Commission has decided to initiate, in the case of certain exclusive dealing
agreements, the procedure for block exemption from the prohibition on agreements
laid down in the Treaty [Article 85(1 and 3)]. This procedure is based on Council
Regulation No. |9/61/CEE of 2 March 1965, which authorizes the Commission to
cxempt by regulation whole classes of agreements from the ban when it is a matter of
bilateral exclusive dealing and licensing agreements which satisfy the required conditions.
The Commission intends to make use of this authorization as regards exclusive dealing
agreements. To this end it has transmitted a draft Commission regulation to the
Consultative Committee on Cartels and Monopolies.
After reference to this Committee, the draft regulation on exemption from the Treaty
ban for certain categories of bilateral exclusive agreements will be published in the
official gazette of the European Communities and all interested parties will be invited
to submit their comments within a specified time-limit. On expiry of the time-limit
the Committee will again be consulted, after which the Commission will issue the
regulation.
State aids
General systems
i0. The Commission has been asked to express an opinion on two contemplated aids
to industrialization in the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region, notified in conformity with
Article 91 (3).
The aim of the first project is to create, or where existent to improve, in this area the
necessary infrastructure for the development of industry.
The second proposal is for the granting of interest rebates on loans contracted by
private or public enterprises to build, extend or rnodernize plants or to purchase
equrPment.
(r) See Bulletin 9/10-65, Ch. II, sec. 6 and official gazere, No. 131, 17 July 1961.(2) See Bulletin 11-6r, Ch. I, sec.3 and official Bazene, No. 156,23 September 1961.
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Having studied these projects in the light of the Treaty provisions on aids, the
Commission decided, on 22 December 1965, to make no objection to their implemen-
tetion.
ln fact, the first project does not c-ome within the purview of Article 92 (l) and the
provisions of Article 92 (ll of the EEC Treaty on exemptions cover the second.
Individual cases
11. Shipbailding.'Following its proposal for a Council directive designed to remedy
distortions of competition on the world shipbuilding market (r), the Commission, on
13 January 1966, sent to the Member States two further working documents on the
initial results of its studies of other shipbuilding problems in the Communiry;
a) Improvements in rationalization in relation to the main competing shipyards in
non-member countries;
b) Difficulties of converting uncompetitive shipiards.
The first document deals with questions of structural policy in shipbuilding. The
Commission has suggested certain guidelines with special reference to better adaptation
of .the installations and structure of shipyards in the Communiry. The other study
contains a proposal for a Communiry system in government incentives to rationalization
or conversron.
The Commission intends to discuss all these problemi at governmenr level or with
officials of the Member States responsible for general economic matters. Discussions
will begin early in 1966 and will in the first place be bilateral.
12. In view of the above action. the Commission, on 10 November 1965, informed
the Italian Government that it had no obiection to'the implementation in Iialy of the
transitional law which is to apply until 31 December 1966. The purpose of this law
- 
No. 1172 of 29 November 1965 
- 
is to continue the present aids to shipbuilding.
Meanwhile the Italian Government will draw up a practical programme to place ship-
building on a sound footing. By letter of 19 November 1965, the Italian Government
announced the setting-up within the inter-ministerial Cconomic programming Committee
of a special group to prepare this reorganization plan.
'11. On 23 December 1965 the Commission submitted to the French Government new
proposals for the adaptation of its shipbuilding aids to rhe needs of the Common
Market. These proposals replace those of luly 1962.
L4. The Commission aIrc decided, on 6 December 1965, to raise no objection to the
new measures envisaged by the German Government in favour of the exporr of ships
ro non-member countries, as these are not considered incompatible with the Treaty.
15. The Italian Government has notified to the Commission draft law No. 2l1A of
the Sicilian region,granting annualaid of Lit. 300 million for a total period of 35 years
for the building of a new floating dock at Palermo. In view of the etonomic situition
of the region concerned, the C.ommission decided on 7 December 1965, to raise no
objection to this law. However, as certain details important for a final assessment of
(t) See Bulletins 6-6r, Ch. II, sec. 6 and 7-66, Ch. I, sec. 10.
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the impact.of this aid in, the ship-repairing secror remain to be settled at a latei stage,
the Commission reserved the right to re-&amine the implementing provisions in d"ne
course.
J6, Yln !r/ut-,!'l; A new law on aid to the film industry wzrs recentry promulgated inItaly (I.awNo. 1213 published in the GazzettaUfficiale Itiliana of l2 Novemueitg6:).In conformity with Article 93 (, of the Treaty, this law had been notified in drair
form to the Commission 
-for- examination; it incorporates the amenCments proposed bythe Commission, which finds it unobjectionable in its presenr form.
17.. Textile indilttry: on 20 September lg6, (L) the commission held discussions
wtth government rePresentatives on aids in the rextile secror. The occasion for rhis
was th.e aid programmes of the Ldnder Baden-STtirtemberg and Bavaria for the
rationalization of the textile industry. The Commission de"cided on 24 December
1965 to raise no objecrion to these programmes.
Ir emerged, from the. discussions that other Member Srates were conremplaring aid to
certain industries in the textile sector. The Commission meanwhil6 rece''ived an
Italian draft law for the reorganization of the. textile industry, which led -to a new
discussion on 14 December 1965. The Commission still has io issue a final opinion
on this drafr.
Taxation
Harmonization of turnover taxes
18. The ad hoc study group preparing a draft direcrive for the sysrem of value added
tax in agriculture held rts24th meeting in Brussels on 12 and l3'lanuary 1966. The
group examined a working document prepared by the Commission sering out cerrain
proposals for taxation in agriculture under a common TVA system
After a. broad exchange of views it was concluded rhat a feasible and pracrical solution
might be the adoption of a standard rate of taxation.
The 
.general feeling was'that the taxation should be as accurate as possible while
avoiding too many administrative formalities and possible inconsisrenciis.
It was clear that the establishment of the list of farm products to be taxed at a special
rate would presenr certain difficulties.
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on rheproposed second directive for the harmonization ofturflover tax
12. During its_ plenary session of 26 and 27 January 1966, the Economic and socialCommittee rendered an opinion on the "proposal for a second Council directive for
the harmonization among Member- States of turnover-tax legislation concerning the
form and methods of application of the common system of ta-xation on value adied".
The Committee approved this draft directive subject to certain suggestions, commenrs
and amendments.
(t) See Bulletin 11-65, Ch. I, sec. 5.
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In partrcular the Committee proposed the introduction of a new- procedurg 
- 
"g41
r6i.nrion". Exceptionally, .nd in a limited number of cases, Member States could,
u"i?o.-fy and undei rhe supervision of the Commission, exemPt certain undertakings
oi activiiies from the tax.' Such a suSpension would presuppose that the untaxed
op.ir,ion was parr of a later operation which itself would aliract tax and that the
#r.?i.i^ri.r of'rh. ,yrr.* would^ be able to transfer or obtain refund of taxes charged
on their purchases.
Among the further amendments proposed and comments made, were the following:
a)
b)
A proposal to harmonize taxation on Passenget transPon at a low rate;
The introduction of a simple system to exemPt international transPort;
c) The possibility of appiying the susPension system to imports;
d) Concern to avoid a multiplicity of differentiated rates;
e) Abolition of the right to apply, in a transitional period, the system of deductions
pro ratd temporit for capital goods;
f I The possibilirv of refunding before the end of the year to new firms and to those
'lorrylij 'oui r.t.rkn the amou"nt of tax paid on their-purchases in excess of that on
their sales.
The opinion was carried by 69 votes to 12 with 6 abstentions'
FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS
Freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services
The European Parliament
2G At its session of 18-21 January 1966 the Pa-rliament .adopted seveial resolutions
;;;..;;i"g co*rnisioo propdr4tr td the council for directives on the introduction of
freedom o"f establishmeni und freedom to supply services'
21. The first resolution concerns a draft directive on self-efnployed activities in the
i*a *Jluu.irg.r i"arrrries (ISIC Major Groups.20^and 21).and for transitional meas-
,r.r ir ,t L fietd"1,;. The Pailiament ipptoued- the Commission's proposals with minor
,..ra-."6.na'riai,ionr. Thus, as relrtds the directive for the aSolition of restric-
;i"r;.-il ;onesls the inserrion in rhe boJy of the directive itself of three declarations
L'" ii. C",i,i.,t'which in the Commissiori's proposal were intended to be only inter'pietative. These declararions concern the eommission's role in the event of doubt
L a lf,. r.op. of the directive and also the treatment of sales of normal accessories.
,ii.-,.*. of ihese t*o Jeilar.tions is identical with the one the Council .ap.proved oni"l"li lr)Gq when adoptins Directive 64/429 ('). The obiect of the third statement
ir io 
"p..ify 
more clearly -what manufacturing and agricultural activities are meant'.
Furrhermore, the Parliamenr recommends that the Commission and the Council press
i;;;;d ;h;ir studies on rhe co-ordination of laws and regulations and the mutual
iecognition of diplomas, certificates and other written qualifications.
rt-r s". sr[.,i n 7-6), Ch. II, sec. l0 and supplement to tsullctin 6'65'irj S.. official gazette No. 117, 21 lilv 1964.
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22. Another resolution adopred by rhe parliamenr concerns the Commission,s proposalfor a directive on the introduction'of freedom of esrablishment and fr..ao* ,5 r,ippiy
services in a self-employed capacity in the "personal services":
1^ Restaurants, caf6s, taverns and other drinking and eating places (ISIC MajorGroup 852)
2. Hotels, rooming houses,.camps and other lodging places (ISIC Major Group g53)
and a directive on transitional measures to cover these activities (r). This, resolution
improves the wording 
.of several articles of the Commission's draft. As regards thetransitional measures, the amendments help to bring out the provisional natur? of this
directive.
23. The two final resolutions concern proposed Commission directives in the sphere
of freedom of establishment. in farmins t'1. The first approves rhe Commisiion's
action to_eliminate legal discriminations when farmers who ari nationals of one Member
State and are established in another wish to move to a different farm. The aim of
the amendment-s Proposed is to define the scope of the directive. The parliament
sttesses the need for regular information on how-far the General Programmes are beingpplied in the Member states and on the migratory movemenrs *f,ich rh.y prouokf
The second resolution makes similar amendienrs ro a drafc Commission iirective
concerning.the application of Member States' legislation on farm leases to farmers who
are nationals of other Member States (3). Th-ese Iast resolurions also stress the needfor close conracrs between the Member States and rhe Commission for th. p*p"; ;i
mutual information on laws and regulations in preparation,
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL POLICY
Short-term economic policy
Qiarterly survey onCommunity
24. The Commission of the European Economic Community has published its last
Quarterly. survey for 1965 on rhe ''Economic situarion in rhe community". For the
Communiry as a whole, as for the various member countries individuallv. this Survev
Presents-an initial balance-sheet of economic activiry in 1965 and describei the outlooi<for 1966 and the short-term economic policy probiems involved.
As regards the economic trend in the community at large in 196j, the Commission
notes that expansion continued. The gross Comniuniry pioducr qrew less in real terms
than in rhe.previow \:eat 
- 
about 4-7o berween li64 and li6j, as against 5.5 %obetween 1963 and 7964. Nevertheless, the real gross product *as up 44 7o on ti..1958 level, whereas in the United States the increise ovir rhe same piriod *as about
35 Vo, and in the United Kingdom about 29 Vo.
the economic sltuatton in the
(r) See.Bulletin No. 6-6:, Ch. II, sec. l0 and supplement ro the same Bullerin; also extractsfrom this resolution in the annex to the present tiulletin.(2) See Bulletin No. 3-61, Ch. II, sec. 6 ahd supplemenr.(3) Extracts from the resolution are given in the-annex to this Bulletin.
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Berween 1964 and 1965 totaldemand in money terms rose rather less rapidly than
from 1961 to 1964. The growth of external demand slowed down 
_slightly; on the
basis of external trade statisrics it would appear that the value of visible exports rose
some 11 S, rc against ll.5 Vo in the previous year. Noteworthy features are the
exceprionally dynamic growth of deliveriEs to the United States and the fact that total
sales by the Communiry to the United Kingdom were Practically the same as the year
before.
The expansion of internal demand, too, seems to have slowed down somewhat,
especially gross fixed asset formation, which rose 12 Vo ii money terms and 7 7o by
volume in' 1964 but will probably have fallen to 6 %o in money terms and 1 7o by
volume in 1965- Vithin this iector, investment in construction has grown less,
parrly owing to special factors such as the weather, and partly because demand was
weal', partiiularly the demand for housing in Italy. Expenditure on plant and
equipmient, too, rose liss rapidly than betweEn 1963 and 1964, mainly because in Italy
rhtre was an acrual decline-in ihis form of investment, while in France it stagnated in
rhe private secror; public investmbnt expenditure on the other hand- again advanced
quitC vigorously, exctpt in Belgium and Luxembourg.
Another important point is that in 1965, in sharp contrast to the previous year,
investmenr in stocks in the Communiry as a whole made practically no contribution to
economic actvity or to imports.
By contrasr wirh investmenc, the expansion of total consumption expenditure scarcely
slickened in 1965. The expansion of public current expenditure 
_on gqods- and
services was even more rapid than from 196) rc L964, especially because of the
mounting pace of expansion-in Belgium and Germany. In the Communiry as a_ whole,
on rhe oiher hand, private consumers' expenditure rose somewhat less vigorously than
between 1961 ail 1964. ln t965 it was about 7.5 7o (or in terms of volume 4 /o)
higher than in the previous year, when the corresponding increase_ had been 8 Vo in
value and 4.5 % by volume.' The slight slowdo*n is essentially due to the fact that
expansion oras smaller in Italy and France than from 1961 to 1964.
With the 1965 increase included, living standards in terms of real private consumPtion
per head of population have risen by no less than one third since 1958.
h t96) the. expansion of consumer demand was once again.b"s-ed mainly on a
continuing stronf upward trend of wage and transfer incomes. Only in_ France and
Italy was in. groitt of these incomes alpreciably smaller than between 1963 and 1964.
As'against th"is, the increase in disposaBle incomes in the Federal Republic and the
NethErlands was furrher .ncourrg.'d by considerable reductions iir diiect taxes.
In view of rhe gentler expansion of demand noted in some member countries, and also
- 
parricularly In Germairy 
- 
because of the constraints due to labour 
_shortages, tle
erowth of domesric supply in the Community was clearly weaker than betweein 1963
Znd 1964. Indusrrii'piodrction (as definid for the index of the Statistical Office
of rhe European Commrlnities) probablygrew by a good 
.4 Vo, atrer rising by !.5.Vo'in the previous year. Growth rates of- individual member countries showed clear
differences, even though these tended to narrow as the year went on.
The expansion of the Community's agricultural outPut was greatly hampered by wide-
spread bad weather in summer. Only for services did the fairly rapid growth continue.
In some member countries in L965 there was d more or less marked tendency for the
Iaboui market situation to ease, and in Italy unemployment rose appreciably. In
Germany and the Netherlands, on the other hand, the acute manPower shortage
persisted.
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fhe Community's imports rose less, strongly than between 1963 ind 1964. The growth
of visible imports from non-member countries does not seem to have been more than
J Vo in valui and 4 7p by volume, after an expansion of A.S Vo (by volume 7 7o)
between 1963 and 1964. This more.moderate giowth of imports reflects the weaknesi
of demand for imports in Italy and France, duito the busiriess situation, and also the
mote or less general teluctance to build up stocks. These factors more than offser
the effects of the increased flow of imporri to the Federal Republic of Germany.
Merchandise trade between the member countries continued to be very dynamic. Its
value, calculated 
-on an imporr basis, expanded in 1965 by about 12- Vo' (+ l4.j /obetween 1961 and 1964). This was a fattor which helped io smooth out the imbalance
between the community countries with excess dema-nd (particularly Germany) and
rhose with unused capaciry (France and Italy).
Despite the slight reduction in the pace at which demand was expanding, and despite
the growth of internal trade, prices in general rose furrher. Thil was iirher beciuse
supply (particularly of farm products) also expanded more slowly or because the rise
in costs per unit of production continued, or again because eadiir rises in costs were
passed on (public utilities tariffs, rents, etc.). The underlying tendency for prices to
rise became stronger in Germany, mainrained its vigour in ihe Neth6rlandi and in
Relgium sh-owed little sign of weakening. The upward movement of prices was slower
in Italy, and only in France did it more or less cease. For the Communiry as a whole the
rise in the price level from 1964 n 1965 was only slightly less than between 1963
and 1964.
As exports increased more strongly than imports the deficit on the Community's trade
balance for the year decreased. Accordinglo the still incomplete customs returns, the
figure may be only about half as high as in the previous year, when ir was some
2 700 million u.a. (1).
For this reason, especially, the surplus on currenr payments in 1965 was probably
higher than h 1964. At the same time the balance on capital movements was affected
by a certain increase in net imports of long-term capital. Official gold and foreign
exchange reserves in the member countries decreased. However, this was to some
extent connected with a sharp improvement in the IMF position and a rise in rhe net
foreign exchange holdings of che commercial banks.
Regarding the outlook for 1966, the Commission considers thar economic expansion
might be somewhat speedier in the Community. 
.True, with the world Susiness
situation continuing to lose momentum, the impact of external demand is again likely
to be somewhat weaker. However, total internal demand in money terms should show
rather higher year-to-year growth rates than in 1965.
For one thing, a speedier growth of investment expenditures would seem to be in the
offing. Here the main contributing factors are likely to be the forecast expansion of
investment in planc and equipment in France, Italy and the Netherlands, and of public
ittvestment, which is expected to advance particularly in the Benelux countries and may
also rise in Italy. ' \7hile the increase in public expenditure on goods and services is
likely to be smaller than between 1964 and 1965, private consumers' demand could
rise about as quickly as in the previous year in terms of value, and by volume even
more vigorously.
In particular, the probable pick-up in the expansion of domestic demand in France,
Italy and Belgium 
- 
which in Italy has already been reflected in the business trend
throughout 1965 and in France since the spring 
- 
justifies expectation of a speedier
annual growth in the Communiry's supplies of domestic origin. This should rather
(r) 1 u.a. = $1 US
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more than compensate the likely slowdown in the expansion of production in_Germany,
particularly whtre industrial production is concerned. Assuming normal weather,
'there sho,lld also be a markdd rise in agricultural output, and c-onstruction should
increase its output at roughly the same rate as hitherto. All in all, the Commission at
presenr considirs thar at increase of about 4.5 7o in the real Community product
Let*e.r, 1965 /and 1966 is possible.
At the same time imports from non-member countries will certainly rise more- vigorously
than from 7964 to i965, and the improvement in the Community's trade balance for
1965 could thus give way to a new, albeit moderate, deterioration. It can be assumed
that the same development will occur in the overall balance of current Payments.
There is neverrheless a danger that the upward movement of prices will continue. The
scale of the rise may again"be somewhai weaker than in the-preceding year, but it will
still probablv be fir teyond what was aimed at in the stabilization policy. In
partifi.rlar th6 outlook foi the Netherlands, Germany and Belgir,- offers little ProsPect
^of uny great reduction in the price rise 
- 
in the first two countries especially because
rtrere wi-ll still be excess deman-d, and in Belgium more because of costs Pressure. Even
in Italy the rise could still be appreciable, ind in France it will be difficult further to
hold dbwn the rate at which the price level is moving up.
In these circumstances, the Commission considers that it is not yet possible to abandon
the priority being given in economic policy to the stabilization of prices and costs.
Thiidoes irot detlait from the rightnesi of pursuing in Italy 
--and to a lesser extentin France 
- 
a policy of growtliwhich should aim first and foremost at promoting
investment. kithesl couitries such a policy, if properly guided and-supplemented by
stabilizing arfangements, can help to eliminate the upward trend of costs. In other
member "corntri-es, however, pariiculady Germany and the Netherlands, fresh efforts
to contain the expansion of domestic demand in'money terms are unavoidable if the
not very happy piospects for prices are to be put right.
Medium-term Economic Policy Committee
25. The Committee held its 12th meeting on 14 January 1966 with M. Langer in the
chair. It continued rhe examination of the preliminary draft of the first medium-term
economic policy programme, in particular -Chapter iV on employment policy and
vocational trairiin!, ind gave a sEcond reading to Chaprer V on budget policy.and
Chapter VI on re[ional policy. The annexed-document on regional policy problems
was'also adopted.- The^Conimittee is to meet again on 11 Februaty fo1 the second
reading of dhe othef chapters and of the annexed document on employment..and
vocatiJnal training questiois. The final adoption of the complete text of the prelimi-
nary draft may t;k6 place ar the end of the following meeting planned for 24 aod
25 March.
Group of experts on medium-term forecasts
26. The Group held its 12th and last meeting on 21 and 22 January 1966 under the
chairmanship of M. A. Kervyn de Lettenhove.
The experts agreed on the projections and the wording of the report 
.they trave decided
ro subriit to the Commission and to the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee.
They also held a detailed exchange of views on the problems of relative prices and of
rhe general price level.
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rVorking Party for the comparative study of Member States' budgets
27. The Vorking Parry met in Brusels on 24,25 and 26 January 1166.
The first dly y_rr devoted to the srudy of a druft reporr prepared by rhe Commission
on the trend of budgets in the EEC countries between tg65 aia p6e'. It was decided
that this document would be recast in the lighr of the comments by the different
delegations and submitted to the Budgetary poTicy Committee.
The T7orking.P.qry y^ joined on 25 and 26 lanuary by the !7'orking Parcy on national
accounting which is under the aegis of the Statistical office-of the European
Communities. The two working parties together continued the study of the ioint
outline classification of the_ reven-uei and exfenditures of public administrations'and
concluded the study of problems of definitioh connecred with public consumprion.
There was also an exchange of views on the draft functional classification of the
expenditlre of public administrations proposed by the United Nations which is to be
discussed at the conference of European Statisticians in Geneva in February 1966.
The delegations present agreed to co-ordinate their positions on cerrain problems.
COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY
Common organization of agricultural markets
Cereals
?8._ By .a regulation o t 2! ]agyary 1966, the Council exrended until 30 Seprember 1966its Regularion No. 142/64/cEE on refunds to srarch producers (1). Ii view of the
diversity of the measures in force in the differenr Member States, ir has nor yec proved
possible to adopt pe-rmanent arrangements establishing an idenrical sysrem bf refunds
to- staggh producers for all rhe Member States; pending such arrangements, ir seemed
advisable io maintain the system that has been in Tolce since the" beginning of the
1965 / 66 marketing year.
Ileef and 
. veal
29. On 15 December 1965 the Commission fixed the maximum refund applicable
ro exports of cattle ro non-member counrries berween 3 January and 6 Februa ry igee ().
As the Community_ is ar pres.ent still nor producing enough beef and ,..1 ,o satisfy all
its requirements, the Council adopred, on 20 January 1966, a regulation conraining
certain exceptional measures in respect of imports of frozen beef ind veal from non--
member countries (3). This regulation, which is designed ro make it easier for the
Member States to obtain supplies, authorizes them to suspend the levies on imports
of frozen beef and veal from non-member countries -between 31 January'and3l March 1966.
(t) Council Regulation No.4/66/CEE,'official Bazeue, No. 13, 22 January 1966.(2) Commission Decision No. 66ll/CEE, ibid., No. 3, 6 Janaary 1966. '(3) Council Regulation No. 3/66/CEE ibid., No. 11,22 Jawa* 1966.
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Pigmeat
30. On 20 January 1966 the Council adopted a regulation extending for the rhird
time Council Regulation No. 85/61/CEE on sluice-gate prices and supplementary
amounts and on transitional arrangements for cuts of pork and prepared oi preserved
pigmeat products (1). This regulation, which was to have expired on 31 Maich 1966,
has been eitended until 30 l:une 1967; the reason for this is ihat sufficient experience
has not yet been gained of the system of pilot products and derived producti in the
pigmeat sector, as the level of prices has been such that it has only been necessary ro
impose supplementary amounts in a few cases.
On the same date the Council adofted a decision authorizing France to reduce the levies
on pigs and pigmeat until 15. February 1966 ('), The aim is to check rhe price
increases caused by the present inadequacy of supplies.
Eggr and poultry
31. On 23 Decehrber 1965 the Commission authorized France to reduce the levies
on eggs in shell (3). Thus the authorization given to France to reduce its levies on
imports of eggs in shell from non-member countries, which was to have expired on
31 December 1965,hu been extended until 31 December 1966.
As eggs from non-member countries are now being offered at prices 0.08 units of
'account lower than the sluice-gate price, the Commission adopted, on 13 January 1966,
a regulation reducing the supplementary amounts for slaughtered hens and chickens
and for halves and quarters of hens and chickens ({). This regulation replaces the
previous supplementary amouot of 0.1 u.a. per kilogram by an amount of 0.08 u.a.
per kilogram.
On L3 January 1966 the Commission adopted a regulation modifying the supplementary
amount for liquid or frozen egg yolks (5). As liquid or frozen eggs yolks from
Poland are at present being offered at a price 0.2 va. per kilogram lower than the
sluice-gate price, the Commision made the supplementary amount of 0.2 u.a. applicable
also to Poland. The supplementary amount for imports from Poland is thus oow the
. 
same as that for imports from China, Ethiopia, the United Kingdom, the United States,
Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia.
On 26 January 1966 the Commission adopted a regulation fixing a supplementary
amount for poultry eggs in shell (G). By this regulation, the Commission has introduced
a supplementary amount of 0.0175 u.a. p€r kilogram for imports of shell eggs from
Bulgaria and the People's Republic of China. This decision *as taken because consid-
erable quantities of eggs have been imported from these countries at prices below the
sluice-gate price.
Fruit and Yegetables
12. On L2 January 1966 the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for a
regulation amending Article 11 of Regulation No. 23 in respect of orangei, and also
a draf.t Council resolution on the financing of subsidies to orange growers (').
(1) Council Regulation No. 6/66/CEE, official Bazette, No. 13, 22 Jamary L966.(2) Council Decision No. 66/59/CEE, ibid., No. 13, 22 Juuary 1966.(3) Commission Decision No. 66/4/CEE, ibid., No. 3, 6 January 1966.(a) Commission Regulation No. l/66/CF-8, ibid., No. 7, L4 January 1966.(5) Commission Regulation No.2/66/CF-8, ibid., No. 7, L4 January L966.(8) Commission Regulation No.7/66/CEE, ibid., No. L7,27 January 1966.(') Proposed for Council Regulation No.66/44/CEE, ibid., No. 9, 17 lamuy 1966.
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As it will take some time to give effect to the system of subsidies for srowers prooosedlast month,-action should meanwhile be takln to offset the cons"eque;.d;i-;h;
reduction of l57o in,the_reference price if made. The Commisiori t"r thereforeploposed that for 1965/66 the producer Member states should subsidize ;;p";;;;
of community-grown sweet orangis.. subsidies woul{ be.gra;t.d f* exporrs to'other
member counrries during any period when a charge should have been ievied. The
subsidy will equal the ihargeihat would have bJen levied, lesi iiy cna,rge'u.*Jry
made.
If the machinerv for distributing subsidies lo growers cannot be set up in time for19.66/67, the cbuncil may, on i pr"U iiom tr,. commission, .*r.ila-ir,.-..-*po-"subsidy arrangemenrs to cover thai ydar.
33. At its session of 18 -,2L January L966, the European parliament expressed
disapproval of the proposed- regulatiori, consiiering it p'referabla to seek ;;;-;?tlnproving the. conditions of production and mar[etingl if necessary by incr'eased
Communiry aid.
The rapporteur, M. Boscary-Monsservin, chairman of the Agricultural committee,
assSrtg{ at some length that the proposai-in question challenget oo. of tf,. .rr.riijprtnctples of the common agricultural policy. It was a seri-ous matter, he declared,
to. undermine the political charter bec{use oi a few difficulties in one particular sectoi
when, contrary to certain allegations, the application of the countervailin'g charee would
mean an increase of only z to 3Vo in cons-r.r?ner prices. 
_ 
He also condem"ned ,h?,rri.r"
of.growers' subsidies in general, saying that they were difficulr . uffiy *a oi a,iuiori
effect.
As to the export subsidies provided for in the proposal for a period of two vears.M. Boscary-Monsservin said-thar one could easily id_agine how tt.y *outd gi";;ir;to fraudulent practices, which' would have to be paid -for finally by the Corimunity.
Many 
.speake.rs followed, some of. them expressing the hope that improvements in
conditions of production and marketing in italy ,iigt t 
"U,i" referenci prices to begraduauy reduced until they became simply minimum prices affording protection
agairat dumping.
Y' Mansholq Vice-President of the EEC Commission, expressed some regret that the
commission, at the instigation of the council, had had io pirr forward this n-ew proposal.
He demonstrated that the system of reference-prices could'have little efficron.';'r;;
pti*:. F, c.oqpared with. marketing c.osrs, aril that the system was already h;"i;t ;Deneflcrar tnfluence on the exporr policy of non-member countries, such as Spain, bv
encouraging them to sp"c. our' theii deliveries ove* p.r1od ;f ;illil;rd.r il';illi
sudden pflce changes 
_
Milk and milk products
34. On 28 January 1966 the Commission adopted a requlation amendins RegulationNo.ll9/65/cEE with regard to the quantity o-f butter Io be imported ii-ro lt?y freeg! l.yy^(l)r._Itri: amendment, whiih replaces the esrimates given in negoiriionNo LL9./65/GEE by the actual quantity 3ubsequently determin"ed by rtary,'enables
the Italian customs authorities to allo* all thi buiter referred to'in RegulationNo. 119/65/CEE to enter rhe counrry free of levy.
(1) Commission Regulation No. 8/66ICEE, official gazefte, No. lg, 29 January L966.
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On the same date the Commission amended Regulation No. 69/65/CEE with regard
to the time-limit laid down for the release of government butter stocks in the Nether-
lands (1). The new regulation extends until the end of the milk year the authorization
granted to the Netherlands by Regulation No 69/65/CEE to sell a certain amount
6f brt,.r at reduced prices, in ordel to complete the operation begun under the latter
regulation.
Non-edible horticulturat proau.o
35. On 14 January 1966 the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for
a regulation 6n the progressive establishment of a com_mon orga_nization of the matket
in ion-edible hortiiulrural products (living plants, flower bulbs, cut flowers, etc.).
In the Community as a whole this flourishing sector has 4 yearly o_utPut wTth o_ver
600 million uniti of account, equivalent to i third of the value of egg and poultry
production or a fifth of the output of cereals.
There is a substantial international trade in the products of this sector. Present trade
between the member countries is worth 90 million u.a. Per year, and exPorts to non'
member countries amounr to 80 million u.a. Since imports from non-member countries
total only 10 million u.a., there is a large expoft surplus.
The Netherlands occupies a leading position in trade both between Community
countlies and with nonlmember countriEs. It accounts f.or 68%o of such trade, while
the figure for Italy is L6/o and for B.L,E.U. ll7o.
The proposed regulation represents the first steps towards 
_a common p-olicy in th-is
' sectoi; iir the filst stage, iommon quality standards will be introduced for certain
producs, quantitarive r-estrictions and- othir measure-s with equivalent effect will be
abolished, ind intra-C6mmunity duties will be reduced more rapidly than was originally
envisaged, the common customs tariff being brought into force gradually as this
reduction proceeds.
Subsequently decisions will be tal<en on arrangements to govern trade with non-member
countries aid on the advisability of measures of market intervention within the
Community.
Refunds on exports to non-member countries
36. On 20 January 1966 the Council adopted a regulation extend-ing Council Regula-
tion No. 88/6\/CEE relating to refunds on exports to non-member countries in the
pigmeat, egg and poultrymeai sectors (2). The iefunds wete to have been revised but,
'o#lng to ??fi.rtii.r that had arisen in examining the problem, their revision was
postfrned first uritil 1 November 1965 and theriuntil '3I Janltary.l)66. As the
ieas6ns that led to the adoption of Regulation No. 88/65/CEE still obtain, the regula-
tion has been extended until 3l March 1966.
(r) Commission Regulation No. 9/66/CEE, official Eazette, No. 18, ,29- )anuaty 1966.(r) Council Regulalion No. )/66/CEE, ibid., No. 13, 22 lanuary 1966.
COMMON TRANSPORT POLICY
Organization of the transporr market
37. At its session of 18-21 January .1966, the European Parliament adopted a
resolution expressing approval of the system for organizin! the transport market'which
had been adopted by the council on 22 June 19(o5, ar,d of the amendments made by
the EEC commission on 27 october 1965 to its proposed regulation of 10 May 196i
establishing a rate-bracket system for goods traniporl by rail] road and inland'water-
way (r).
Subject to a few amendments, the European Parliament considered that the proposed
sy-stem might be the beginning of a European policy on transpoft tariffs,'but^ was
of the. opinion_that this system of tariffs would hot work in thi long run unless it
were included in a general European transpoft policy. It therefore c-dled upon the
Council,_ the Membei States and ihe Commirsion' to fay grear attenrion to ma'tters of
te-chnical, social and fiscal harmonization and to maketvery efforr to solve the problem
of infrastructure costs.
In particular the Parliament called upon the Commission to submit a proposal for a
_regulation on capacity immediately and not at the expiry of the last-tirieJimit setby the Council, i.e. in three years' time.
At the close of the debate, M. Schaus, the member of the EEC Commission with special
responsibiliry for transport, explained the details of the proposed sysrem. He' said
that it was an experimental one, and that the commission might find it necessary to
introduce reference rates for all types of transport when the exlerimental period c'ame
to an end. The_sys-tem could be revised at any time, should it prove roo'difficult to
aPPly. The- main-feature 
-of the new system was that it gave lndividual enterprisesgreater freedom of price formation; suih freedom was deisirable, bur care muit be
taken in its exercise. The Commission's_ proposal therefore included safeguards which
would enable it to intervene if this freedom were abused.
Consultative Committee on Transport (Article 83) .
38. The Consultative Commimee on Transport mer on 11 and 12 January 1966.
The committee rendered a formal opiqion or, l'Th. development of road haulage
stations hnd regula-tions co_nrerning theh". It also drew up a time-table for its wirk
from February to July 1966.
Imilementation of Article 80(2) of the Treaty
39. Oq J0 January 1966 consultations between representatives of the Member States
were held in Brussels in pursuance of Article 80(2) of the Treaty. The discussions
concerned the French Government's request for extension in 1966 5f the authorizations
glanled by th9 Commission on 3L March and 29 June 1965 to apply a reduction ofl5/o on road or rail transport of cauliflowers, new potatoes and'artichokes from
Brittany over a distance of 650 km or more.
The Commission's decision on the matrer will be taken shortly.'
(t) See Bulletin 12-65, Ch. III, sec. 33.
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SOCIAL POLICY
Social security for migrant workers
Proposal submitted by the Commission to the Council
40. On 11 January 1966 the Commission adopted and submitted to the Council a
proposal for i reguiation co-ordinating the socia-l securiry systems applicable to wage-
-earners in the EEC and their families who move within the Community.
The proposal completely recasts Regulation No. 3. concerning social se-curity lor
migra?rt borkers, which has been in force since 1 January l9)9, and consolidates the
aminding regulations adopted subsequently, including those concerning particular
categories of workers. The new regulation covers all workers who move from one
C-odmuniry country to another: worklrs who go and take up-employment in another
Communiry country and transfer their residence, to that couutry, frontier wotkers,
sealsonal workers, tehporary workers, seafarers, workers temporarily resident in another
Member State, and people who work in several countries.
In undertaking this gen6ral revision of the provisions adopted in pursuance of Article 51,
the Commisslon has sought to introduce all the improvements that are at Present
feasible, in view of the wide disparities that exist between the national soci4 securiry
ryt,.*r, in 
-order to grnrantee fo^r all classes of migrant workers and their dependant!
The most importaut of the proposed improvements concern family- allowances,
uoemployment-benefit and paymenis in respect of invalidity, old age and death.
Thus the members of the family who do not accomPany the worker to the country
where lie is employed will in future receive the faririll allowances p-rovided by the
legislation of thiir-country of residence. In particular cases where families receive
tri"eher allowances by virtrie of bilateral conveitions, they will receive an additional
palment to bring the allowance up to the amount previously paid them'
Regulation No. 3 deals only with family allowances in the strict sense, but the new
pro"uirionr will ensure that families also- receive other payments (such as the "single
'wage" 
allowance for young couples in France, and payments for the spouse and parents
inltaly), if the legislation-of the country of residence provides for such Payments.
If the C.ommission's proposal is adopted, full unemployment benefir will henceforth
be paid ar the rare obtaining in the country where the unemployed person registers
at an employmenr bureau, and for as.long as is laid down by the legislation of that
country, as is at present the case for frontier workers.
Not only unemployed frontier workers, as at Present, but all unemployed persons will
be entitied to medical care and family allowances whatever the Communiry country
where they reside.
If the legislation of the country of residence provides for a minimum pe-nsion, this
- shalt be gluaranteed ro anyone who fulfils the necessary conditions, periods of insurance
complete-d in different iountries of the Community being added together for this
PufPose.
Furthermore the rules for calculating pensions have been altered so as to ensure that
rights acquired in different member countries are not lost, but the pension may_ not
exleed rhe highest pension that I6e applicant could have claimed had his working
life been spent in one Member State.only.
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9ertain pensions which at the present time cannor be paid abroad will be so paidin future.
Finally, the proposed regulation provides for workers', farmers' and employers' organi-
zations to_be tepresented on the Administrative Commitree for the Soiial Securily of
Migrant $Torkers in an advisory capaciry.
Since Regulation. No. 3 came-into force, the number of persons benefiting from
Community provisions relating to social security has increased each year, as hlas also
the total amount paid out. A recent estimate suggests that in 1964 almost two million
people_received about 50 million units of account as a result of these Community
regulations.
.Ad m i n i s t rat i ve Comm i ttee
'41. 
At its 72nd session held in Brussels on 20 and 2I January 1966,the Administrative
committee for the social security of Migrant workirs considered ways of applying
social security legislation to workers who are called up'and to their-familiei-vitren
they work in a different country from the one in. whose armed forces they are called
upon to serve.
The Administrative Commitfee also considered various problems connected with the
gPplicationof Regulations Nos. 3-and 4, particulady family allowances, unemploymenr
benefit, and vocaiional training for the dlisabled.
Measu.res to assist Italian sulphur miners 
.
42. The plan to provide assistance for workers in Italian sulphur mines affected by
reorganization of 
_the-industry ('), pur to the Council of Ministers in April 1965,
has been amended by the Commission. The changes were made at a C6mmission
meeti{lg on 12 Jan-uary to take into account, as Article L49 of the Rome Treary
provides, the amendments proposed by the European Parliament and the Economit
and Social Committee.
The-Commission accepted most of the Parliament's amendments, and its new proposals
to the Council include the following improvements:
1)- Th9 monthly allowance is increased frcm 25 to 50/o of the.wage in order to
reduce the gap betwee-n the allowance and the worker's former earnings;-this allowance
is now payible to workers from 55 to 60, whereas under the original irbpos"t it would
have been payable to those between 50 and 55.
2) 
-severance payments (100%o of basic wage plus family allowances) may be madeto dismissed workers not over 55 for a maximum period 6f twelve months.'
, lfork..s aged less than 55 may take parr, if recognized as suitable, in special
retraining courses, during which they will be entitled to a monthly allowance tqual
to their former wage without affecting their entitlemenr to twelve months of severahce
Pay.
(t) See Bulletin 6-61, Ch. II, seq. 3J.
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4) Vocational-training grants for children of dismissed workers who cannot find
new jobs are payable"noionly to'children of workers of more than 45 years of age,
but to all dismissed workers irrespective of age.
!7'hen adopted by the Council, the new measures to assist Italian sulphur-mine workers
will provide an appropriate measure of social security.
Maternal welfare
43. As standards of maternal welfare are not the same.in all the EEC countries, the
Commission considers that a special effort should be made within the Communiry
in order to achievi: a levelling-up within the next few years. It has therefore decided
to address a recommendation on the subject to the Member States.
On 12 January 1966, the Commission adopted a draft recommendation on maternal
welfare,'whictr was then referred to the Eriropean Parliament and the Economic and
Social Comminee.
The recommendation would apply the proposed standards to all women wage-eirners-
It deals with working conditions, compulsory leave before and after confinement, and
optional post-natal leave; it also contains a number of provisions on economic and
hEalth protection for women in employment. So that it should not be harder for women
to find iobs because of the extra'coits involved, it is recommended that the cost of
the social benefits concerned should not be borne by the employer individually.
I7hen the Community's advisory bodies have expressed their views, the Commission
will adopt the final text of the recommendation.
Harmonization of the definition of disablement
44. Ot 12 January 1966 the Commission adopted a draft recommendation to the
Member States concerning a Communiry definition of disablement qualifying for
benefit, which it then referred to the European Parliament and the Economic and
Social Committee.
The object is to harmonize the Member States' social security provisions on disablement
insurance, which differ widely at present.
Some States have only one concept of disablement: total disablement, where the.person
concerned is unfit for work of any kind and has no earning capacity.
Others provide for two types of disablement: total disablement as above, and professional
disablement, i.e. when tht person concerned is unfit to return to his former job or
work of a similar standard.
Others again distinguish between degrees of disablement. The loss of earting capacity
must be at least 50 or 607o, depending on the country.
This lack of harmonization has serious disadvantages for the implementation of Regula-
tions Nos. 3 and 4 on social security for migrant workers when the payment of benefit
to a disabled worker has to be apporiioned bErween two countries. H6 riay be recognized
as disabled by one country but not by the other. Successive medical examinations
are then n..6rrury, and tht payment 6f benefit is delayed if not indeed refused by
one country or the other.
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The Commission recommends that a distinction should be made between at least two
degrees, of disablement: total or partial, the latter being when earning capacity is
reducecl by one.halt.
The recommendation gives criteria by which disablement should be assessed, and calls
for the abolition of different concepts of disablement for manual and non-manual
workers. Furthermore, the prior existence of the cause of disablement at the time
of taking the job musr nor disgualifv from benefit
The draft recommendation forms part of the programme of harmonization which wa>
drawn up by the European ConTerence on ioclal security of December 1962 (r\.
The programme provides for the harmonization of definitions (of the risks, as in the
case of the 
-present recommendation 
- 
of the beneficiaries or other persons eligible for
benefit), of the conditions governing payment of benefit, of the 'rrnoun, of'benefit
and of methods of financing.
Protection of young workers
45. At its January session, the European Padiament debated the draft Commission
recommendation to the Member States concerning the protection of young workers.
A resolution on the subject was adopted unanimoisly.
Introducing the debate, M. Troclet, the rapporteur, said rhat the recommendation was
a dynamic and progressive one. He was plEased that the protecrion of young workers
was the object of the most important lega[ instrument so fir proposed by thJCommis-
sion with a view to the harmonization of social legislation.
Replying to the debate, M. Levi Sandri, Vice-President of the Commission wirh
special responsibiliry for social affairs, said that young workers between the
, ages of 15 and 
- 
19, on whose behalf the recommendation was made, represented
l07o or more of the- present working population of the Community. Thi recom-
mendation had been drafted with the help of a working party comp6sed of represen-
tatives of the Governments, employers and workers.
M. Igvi Sandri spoke of the close connection between the minimum age for employment,
which was 15 years, and the school-leaving age, which was still L4 in several iountries;
th-e aim was to get the end of compulsory education to coincide with the beginning
of employment, but this was not yet posiible because of difficulties over raising thE
school-leaving age in several countries. The Commission intended to reconsidei this
question as soo-n as these difficulties had been overcome, in the hope of fixing the
minimum age for employment at 16 years.
In its- resolution, the Parliament welcomed the action taken by the Commission, and
considered that a recommendation was the appropriate legal instrument. It endorsed
the draft recommendation subject to certain amtndments. -In particular, the Padiament
suggested that it should be stated that the employment age shoirld be raised to 16 years
when educat[onal developments permitted. In addition,-it called for medical examina-
tion at least'once aye^i, and niore often if there were any important change in the
type of work, and asked that young people should be repreJented on health ind safety
committees as soon as a certain number of them were employed by any particular firm.
(1) See Bulletin 2-63, Ch. VIII, sec. 36.
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Occupational diseases
46. At its session of 18 to 2l January 1966, the European Parliament held a debate
which closed with a resolution on the draft Commission recommendation to the
Member States on the conditions governing compensation for victims of occupational
diseases.
The Parliament endorsed the initiative taken by the EEC Commission in recommending
that the Member States adopt measures to harmonize the conditions governing compensa-
tion for persons suffering from occupational diseases, and urged the Member States
to take the appropriate steps without delay.
In.addition, it stressed the urgent need for other Community provisions, particularly
on the prevention of occupational diseases and the amount of benefit, in order to
ensure that workers in the Community were protected as effectively as possible
against occupational diseases and their consequeoces
Introducing the subject, M. De Bosio, the rapporteur, said that the aim of the recom-
mendation was to take a new step forward in the field of social securiry, and welcomed
the C-ommission's interest in the matter.
M. Levi Sandri, spoke briefly of the Commission's intention to continue its work of
harmonization within the framework of Article 118 of the Treaty, and said that other
draft recommendations concerned with harmonization would be submitted to the
European Parliament in the near future.
4+
lV. External relations
GATT
;:^':;:'::;. negotiations, Janryry, rs(1,6 *ua breathing-space, which was
used to take stock of the situation. The Director-General of GATf, Mr E. vyndham
'S7hite, issued a. rePort to the Governments setting out-the terms oi various pioblems
outstanding and suggesting ways of progressing t-owards a solution.
Eady in January talks were held in Brussels between members of the EEC Commission
headed Iy M. Rey, who has special responsibiliry for external relations, and a United
states delegation led by Ambassadors R.oth and Blumenthal. This was one of the
regular exploratory discussions which 'have been proceeding for some time.
On 2L January 1966 the EEC Commission transmitted to the Council ar its requesr
a tePort on the present state of the negotiations. At its meeting of 25-26 October i965
the C.ouncil had decided o_n_a general-stocktaking of the nepfotiations with a view tojudging what progress had.been made along the-lines of th"e directives given to the
Commission. The commission presented i full reporc containing a dSse study of
the problems arising by product or by economlc sector.
The working party.on anti-dumping mezrsures set up by the sub-committee on non-tariff
obstacles continued its work in Geneva on 26 anf, 2i lanuarv 1966. The discussions
'are.likely. to. be long and arduous and this reflects tlhe seriors spirit iri which the
problem. is being approached and the interest ic presents in co-nnection with the
negotiations.
RELATIONS NTITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Council of Europe 
)
48. The 17th session (third part) of the Consultative Assemblv of the Council of
Europe took place from 24 to 28 January L966 with M. pflimlin presiding.
This session was held on the eve of very grave decisions for the future of Eurooe.
The Common Market crisis and the currini negotiations to resolv6 it were ttre fcr'calpoint of the discussions. These showed how Ieep is the concern for the futdre of
the. EuroPean Community not only of representatives of the Six but also of parliamen-
tarians of the other European countries heeting in the council of Europe.
M. Edelman, of the Political Committee, presenred a reporr saying the common Market
crisis was having repercussions far beyond the framiwork'of "the six alone. The
Kennedy round_ was in the doldrums 'and the dialogue which the EFTA Ministers
had. expressed..the. desire to open with the Community would be held up until the
crisis was resolved.
The traditiolal message of the Committee of Ministers to the Assembly was presented
!y .ltt J. Thompson, British Minister of State (Foreign Office) who reiteiated thedeclaration niade by Mr Michael Stewart, Secretary for-Foreign Affairs to the House
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of Commons in December 196, 
- 
that his Government was ready and willing to
join the EEC provided certain essential British interests were safeguarded.
Parliamentarians from several European countries outside ghs (gmmunity considered
that the EEC offered the besr foundation on which to erect the political and economic
unity of Europe.
Starting from this idea, Mr Duncan Sandys, seconded by p"gy colleagues from Commu-
nity and EFTA countries, took the initiative of laying before the fusembly a tecom'
mehdation calling on the EEC Governments to compose their differences as soon as
possible h a w{y compatible with the Rome Treaty.
Mr Sandys' recommendation met with broad agreement in the House. It was considered
as embodying the essential concerns of Europe at the Present time and was judged
to be inf6rm-ed with a spirit of conciliation which should elicit the support of parlia-
mentarians of almost all shades of thought.
The recommendation (No. 449 
- 
on the economic and political unity of Europe) says
thar, because of the division of its free nations into separate groups, Europe is losing
its economic independence aod cannot play its proper role in world affairs. The
Governlnents of the Six are requested to recognize the urgent need to widen the
Coglmrrnigy. An appeal is made io the Six to proclaim their intention of progressively
developing a EuropEn political ?ssociation based on atr enlarged EEC aod, as .a first
srage, to organize regular consultations between the European countries wishing to
participate in this association with a view to jointly working out a common external
policy.
Ar the requesr of the Assembly this recommendation was transmitted to M. Pierre
'S7'erner, Piime Minister of Luximbourg and President of the Council of Ministers of
the EEC, and to rhe heads of the five other delegations at the meeting in Luxembourg
on 28 and 29 January 1966.
The Assembly also discussed Eastern Europe. Several speakers stressed the im-portance
of developini relations with the countries of Eastern Europe in which a trend towards
greater nirio"nal independence and internal "liberalization'' has become apparent and
now seems irreversible.
Mr Sean Lemass, Prime Minister of Ireland, and M. Gabriel Valdds, Foreign Minister
of Chile, addressed the Assembly. Mr Lemass said that his country's ultimate aim
was still parricipation in an enlarged Eutopean Community and im present-economic
policy was aimEd at preparing Ireland for this eventuality. M. Valdds said that the
Statei of Latin Ameriia *ere looking towards Europe as the model for the unification
which was also necessary to them. Furthermore the Latin-American world hoped
thar an integrated Europe would be in a better position to give it the aid and support
it so badly needed.
After these political and economic debates, the Assembly discussed certain important
aspects of European co-opetation in the legal and social fields.
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
49. The Community senr observers to the 17th session of the Committee on Agricul-
tural Problems of th-e Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) held in Genevf from
13 to'17 December 1965. AII the Community countries were represented.
During the discussion on imports of farm products into the Community from_ non-
membEr countries, in particulir beef and po'ultry, the delegations of the 'Six said that
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when working out. the reg.ulations for the common organization of agricultural marketsthe Community did. not los-e sight 
-of the interests 6f inrernational" trade und *oulJ 
'
continue to be mindful of the posible impact of the implementing measures 
"d;pa;jon the pattern of international trade.
The delegations. of the EEC countries and the C.ommission represenrarive played anactive.paft in drawing up the programme of work for the d.,,*i,,.. 
"ri iir rub-commlttee.
COMMON COMMERCIAL POLICY
Administration of Community import quoras
50. At its session of 26-27 January 1966 the Economic and Social Commitree rendered
an opinion on, the Proposed 
.Couricil regulation concerning the gradual establishmenror ,olnt procedure for admrnrsteflng quot,ls for imports into the Community (r).
The.Committee 
-ap-proved the Commission's initiarive and hoped that rules for theadmrnrstrarion of Community quoras would shorrly be adopted.
luThile appreciating 
.the limired, flexible and gradual nurrr. of the commission,sgroposal,.the committee hoped that.the comminity would lay do*" *ittori d.rrythe principles ir would apply in adminisering the <iuotas.
The Committee submitted certain general amendments to the Commission's text. Inparticular it emphasized that the al-iocation of the quotas should be d;;ti;in.'fig-h;
of the interesrs and needs of the markers.
The Committee also invited the Commission to study the problem of what shouldbe done with regard to imports resulting from comp'en*ri.,h of.rrtions outside the
quotzls.
It,also.hoped thar the.change-over to rhe community sysrem would not abruptly alter
a state's import possibilitieime.rely through the play bf ine mactrin.ry io, .pp.rti"rir!
shares or the possible fixing of a'Communiry reserve.
Harmonized nomenclarure for trade statistics
51. The harmonized nomenclature for the foreign trade statistics of EEC countries
came into op€rarion on I January l)66. Foreignlrad-e data-can now be .o.npui.a u,Communiry level in resp€ct of'products undei 4g2g headings.
The harmonized nomenclature does not replace the national nomenclatures, whichhave simply been amended and can contain additional particulars proper io eachcouotry.' )
It will be published shortly by the Statistical Office of the European Communities.
(r) See Bulletin 7-61, Ch. III, sec. 46, and supplement.
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V. The Community and the associated States
PROGRAMME OF SCHOLARSHIPS, TRAINING PERIODS AND SYM-
POSIA
52 - The number of scholarships (including renewals) 
-awarded to. nationals of the
associated overse,rs srares, countriis and territo-ries increased considerably in the academic
year 1965/1966: it was 1 800, as agairut i 390 in the previous yeaq.
Of these scholarship holders 77.8Vo were directed to training establishments in the
tU.**r States, 19.1/o to the associated African states and.Madagascar and 2.9Vo to
non-^..b.r countriis. The proportion studying in the AASM is therefore uP on
last year, when it was 16/o.
In addition, about 175 scholarships were awarde{ on.a3 experimental basis for
ior..spondence courses. This type 6f scholarship is intended particulady as a PrePara-
tion f6r entrance examinations ro-educational estiblishments and for the further training
of staff alrbady employed.
53. In January 1966 three sympo-sia 
- 
two in Brussels and one in Strasbourg 
-
were organized'for 100 Africans,-of whom 15 were English'speaking'
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VI. lnstitutions and organs
THE EUROPTEN PARLIAMENT
The Parliamenr wurs in session from 18 to 2L lauary 1966. In the absence of thePresident, M. victor Leemans, who was indispos6d, tte'seiiion *as 
"pen;[ bt M. i{;;Furler, Vice-President.
M. Ludwig. Metzgir (Germany, Socialist) was elected. Vice-President in succession toM. 
-Kreyssig; the- ordet of precedence of the Vice-presidents is now as follows:MM. Kapteyn, Matraglia, Furler, Vendroux, Wohlfart, Brunhes, nrUin.cci, M;g;;:
Y. Terrenoire (France) was appointed President of the European Democratic UnionGroup in place'of M. Bord who is now a member of the rr^enctr -Gou.rnrn.oa.
The 
,Padiafient ,approved the credentials of the new delegation from the German
.tsundestag; this delegation,.which was formed on 9 Decemb{r t96:., has the followins
new members: MM. Apel, Artzinger, Dittrich, Drdscher, Gedach, Memi:rel, Miiu;
ffi$,.1-J.'l;"Ji; j:'B['f$,il',]:fi ::.ffi llff ',il"0i.#;.:il,:fj"#:*-fi flF,
The Parliament also approved the appointment of a number of committee members.
puri$ the. session, the Padiament heard the annual report by M. Marjolin, vice-President of the EEC Commission, on the economic situaiion iri the Comin;ity (ii.
The Parliament also held several debates, during which the following resolutions were
adopted:
Freedom of 
,establishment 
and freedom to supply services ,
A resolution endorsing proposals submitted by the EEC Commission to the Counciltor two directives, one on freedom of establiihmenr and freedom to supply servicesin a self-employed capacity in.the--food and beverage industries (lsIC Majci,r G;"rp,
20 and 2l),and the other on detailed transitional m-easures in this sector (See Ct,lif,
sec.21).
A resolution endorsing proposals submitted by the EEC Commission to the Council fortwo.drrectlves, one on treedom of establishment and freedom to engage_in personal
services in a self-employed capaciry:
1. Resraurants, caf6s, taverns and other drinking and eating places (Group g52 ISIC),
2. 
, 
Hotels, rooming l9*.j, camps and other lodging places (Group g53 ISIC),
and the other on details of transitional measures in t-nii sector (see L*t.act, from this
resolution in an annex to this Bulletin).
A resolution endorsing.the proposal submined by the EEC Commission to the Council
ror a dltectlve concernlng treedom tor farmers who are nationals of a Member State
established in another Member State to transfer from one i"1* to another (see
Ch. III, sec.23).
(t) See Editorial to Bulletin 2-66.
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A resolution endorsing the proposal submitted b.y,thq EEC Comm,ission to the Council
for a directive conceining ^ap$lication by the irlember States of their legislation .on
ilri.rfirrJ i.L.t ,o iurri.rr^ fut o are nationals of other Member States (see Ch. III,
sec. 27).
Social policy
A resolution endorsing the recommendation of the EEC Commission to the MemberSil;;;il;;ning tn. "prot..iioo of young persons at work (see Ch. III, se. 45).
A resolution endorsing the draft recommendation of the EEC Commission to 
.the
Member States on .otnlp"nsotion for persons suffering from occupational diseases (see
Ch. IU, sec. 46).
Agricultural PolicY
The Pafliament did not approve the Commission's proposal {or 
-a 
regulation Psnding
Article L1 of Reeulation-No. 23 in respect of oranges, and adopted a tesolutlon on
, the financing of iubsidies to orange-growers (r).
Transport policy
A resolution approving, subject.to certain ame.ndmerts, the sys.t:gf for the organization
;i1-r;;;;-,i'r't.t':uaopiJ uy the co-uncil 9t z?.)ynei,tl65 an!, th.t--pj?.ryjt
submitte^d bv the EEC C6mmission on 27 October 1965 relating to the introductron
of a system'of rate brackets (see Ch. III, sec. 37).
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
The 51st session of the Economic aad Social Committee was held in Brussels ot 26 and
27 January 1966 with M. Giustiniani in the chair'
After the Chairman had paid tribute to the memory of M. lJgo Zino, a member of
,t. Vo*..r' Group, ,..Jntly deceased, the Commitiee observe-d one minute's silence
in his honour.
The chairman made an 2nnouncement on the Commirtee's Programme for the remainder
of its term of office.
The Committee then rendered the following formal opinions:
1- Ooinion on rhe proposed Council regulation on the gradual introduction of a
;;.;;; froc.dure foi ttie administration 6f import quotas (see Ch. IV, sec. 50).
The opinion was adopted unanimously.
The Council had referred the proposal to the committee on 15 June 1965.
(1) See Butletin 2-66, Ch. II, sec. 37 and Ch. III, secs. 1233 of this Bulletin'
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2. Opinion on the proposed second C-ouncil directive for the harmonization among
Member States of nunover-tilx legislation, concerning the form and the methods of
application of the common system of taxation on value added (see Ch. III, sec. 19).
The opinion was adopted by 69 votes to 12 with 6 abstentions.
The Council had referred the proposal to the Committee on 14 May 1965.
M. Marjolin, Vice-President of lhe Commission, presented to the Committee a review
of the economic situation in the Community. The C.ommittee was invited by the
Commission to express an opinion on the economic situation in the light of this review
This would be the second opinion on the subject, the first having been given on
29 April 196, (').
MONETARY COMMITTEE
The 79th session of the Monetary Committee was held on 13 January 1966 withM. van Lennep in the chair. The Committee made a close study of international
monetary problems. A working party had met on 7 January with M. van Lennep in
the chair to prepare business for this meeting.
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS
'Budget
On 20 January 1966 the European Padiament approved the draft supplementary
operational budget of EEC and Euratom for 1965 covering supplementary expenditure
of the Councils.
Staff movements
M. Theodore Dams, Head of the Division for the co-ordination of national structure
policies and for Community agricultural guidance programmes in the "structures"
Directorate of the Directorate-General for Agriculttire, whose resignation had been
accepted, left the service of the Commission on L November 1965.
MISCELLANEOUS
Ratification of the Treaty merging the Executives
On27 lanuary 1966 the Belgian Chamber of Deputies ratified, by 13S votes to 6 with
34 abstentions, the Treaty establishing a single Council and a single Commission of the
European Communities. Before voting, the Chamber had been assured by the Belgian
Government that instruments of ratification would not be deposited until an agreement
had been reached on the composition of the future single Cbmmission.
(r) See official gazette No. 107, 19 June 1965.
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The Treaty has already been ratified by France and Ger'inany. ln Italy the ratification
bill has been passed by the Chamber of Deputies but not yet by the Senate.
Exchange of New Year Greetings
On 25 January L966 the Euratom and EEC Commissions received the Permanent
Representatives of the six Member States, who presented their New Year greetings.
Addresses were'given by Ambassador Albert Borschette, Chairman of the Committee
of Permanenr REpresentatives, by M. Antonio Carelli, Vice-President of the Euratom
Commission, and by M. lWalter Hallstein, President of the EEC Commission.
In their turn, the Heads of missions and delegations accredited to Euratom and the EEC
presented their New Year greetings to the two Commissions on 27 lanuary. Speeches
were made by Ambassadoi Amiel Naiar, doyen of the diplomatic corps accredited to
the Communities, by M. Pierre Chatenet, President of the Euratom Commission, and by
M. Walter Hallstein, President of the EEC Commission.
M. Hallstiin's visit to The Hague
M. Walter Hallstein, President of the EEC Commission, visited The Hague on
14 January 1966, where he had talks with M. Cals, the Dutch Prime Minister and
M. Luns, the Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Visits of African leaders to the Commission
On 26 January 1966 M. Justin Bomboko, the Foreign Minister of the Congo (Leopold-
ville), during his stay in Brussels paid a courtesy visit to M. Walter Hallstein, President
of the EEC Commission. He was accompanied by M. Ernest Kashemwa, charg6-
d'affaires of the Congolese delegation to the EEC.
In January the European Developmenr Fund received the visit of a Congolese delegation
led by M. Hunlede, Commissioner for the Plan and of a delegation from Niger, headed
by N{. Goukoye, General Commissioner for development. They studied various
schemes, in progress'or under consideration, connected with their countries.
New form of aid to the statistical offices of the associated countries
The EEC Commission and the Statistical Office of the European Communities havg
devised a new form of aid to the statistical offices in the associated countries. It
consists of placing at the disposal of the countries so desiring a team of six to ten young
African statisticians, who have studied at the European Centre in Paris for training
economic statisticians from the developing countries, under the supervision of experts.
The job of each team will be to collect, in close collaboration with the national statis-
tical office, urgently needed data which at present are not available for lack of means
and to obtain the information needed to draw up a medium-term statistical programme.
The first of such missions left for Togo on 16 lanuary 1966.
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Motion on the Common Market crisis adopted by the European trade unions
belonging to ICFTU and IFCTU
Two delegations rePresenting the executives of the ICFTU European Secretariat and
rhe IFCTU European Organization mer in Brussels on 27 January i966, the day beforethe second extraordinary meering of the EEC Council of Ministers.
After d,iscussi.ng. th9 problems caused by the crisis in the Community, they unanimously
adopted the following morion:
The trade. union organizations consider that negotiations to ri:solve the present crisis
must be based on the results achieved since 1952 and must promore ieal progress
towards European integration in accordance with the community Treaties.
Such progress is the result mainly of the permanent confrontation between the
Community- concePt, represented by the European Executives, and national interesrs,
upheld by the Governments.
It is only this confrontatio-n, prompted by the European Executives, that enables the
Community to function efficiently ind develop harmbniously, the ruie of the majority
vote written into the Treaty being one of its fundamental and indispensable feaiurei.
The trade union organizations therefore hold that tb fix a time-tabli of work in the
absence of the Commission is prejudicial to the institutional balance of the Community.
Promoters of European unity and pledged to safeguard its growth, the trade union
organizations_wish to be associated more closely with the -Community's work ahd
decisions. Consequently they- condemn any imirairment of the commission's right
to 
.inform P.ublic opinion of- its activities ind to maintain conracrs with the tride
unron ofSantzatlons.
The ICFTU and IFCTU organizations are therefore resolved to strengrhen their colla-
boration with a view to eicouraging the dynamic development of"the communiry.
Motion on the merger of the European Executives adopted by the christian
trade unions
In January 1966 the Executive Bureau of the European Orsanization of the IFCTU
ldop:ed a m_ot_jor.t statin_g _the organization's attitudd towardl the problems raised bythe Treaty of 8 April 1965 merging the ECSC, EEC and Eurarom -Executives.
The following are e*tiacts from the morion:
A. Preparation of .the merger of the Communities
In the opinion. of the Bureau, th_e merger of the Executives makes sense only if it
introduces an interim period leading t9 a- merger of the communities by replacing
the Treaty of Paris and-the Rome Triaties by a iingle Treary.
For the European Organization of ti,e IFCTU it is both clear and essential thar
responsibiliry for drafting the Treaty should devolve, not upon the Committee of
Permanent Representatives, bur upon the single Commission -itself.
The Commission should be instructed to prepare a firsr draft, which will be submitted
to the Council of Ministers, and should continue to be associated with the negotiation
of the Treaty
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At the drafting stage ir must be agreed that_the Commission will consuh the European
ir"de union orlaniiations so rhat Ihey will be able to inform it of their concerns and
J.rid.rutu, witf,out prejudice to consultations with the EEC and EAEC Economic and
Social Committee and the ECSC Consultative Committee.
At the negotiating srage, the IFCTU European O_rgaoization requests that the European
trade uniin orgaiizat'ions should be repiesented it the discussions as observers with
the right to speak.
B. The European institutions during the interim period
The European Orqanization of the IFCTU requests that, in appointing the fourteen
members bf the eommission there should be- a true balance between nationalities,
fofiii.ut tendencies, and economic ahd social groups and th_at the trade unions should
L. ,.pr.r.ot.d on ihe Commission.(1). For the-European Organization of the IFCTU
it is issential that throughout the interim period, at bth the drafting and negotiating
staqes, the European Pirliament should have a say in the proceedings and also, as
me"ntioned aboie, the Economic and Social Committee and the Consultative
Commirtee.
The European Organization of the IFCTU is of th-e op-inion.that the European institu-
tions, in 6rder to-pursue their task successfu-lly and independently, must have revenues
of their own and Enjoy a wide measure of financial autonomy.
It is therefore necessary at least that the present system of financing the activities
covered by the Treaw of Paris should be miintained-and that the funds thus provided
should reilly be used in fields which at present are the responsibility of the ECSC.
Resolution of the European Movement
The International Executive Bureau of the European Movement met in Brussels on
22 January 1966 with M. M. Faure in the chair. A resolution was adopted on the
crisii in ihe European Economic Community, calling for a rapid solution to the
crisis which, by paralysing the Community, compromised the economic progress and
independence of Europe.
The Executive Bureau gaye a warning against any solution which either openly, by a
revision of the Treaties]or indirectly,byheans of agreements on interpretation, would
endanger all European progress by reintroducing the right of veto-and by w.eakening the
Commission in respect of its means of operation or the status of its members.
It also stressed the importance, once the crisis was resolved, of opening the Commuoity
to countries which aciepted its rules and developing Europe's political unity in accor-
dance with Community principles.
(r) This claim had already been advanced, before the signing of the merger-treaty,.by--the
Oiganization and by the Eirropean Secretariat of the ICFTU. The latter had declared itself in
fav"our of the systeir of co-opiing a member of the Commission approved by the trade union
movement, a syitem which is-already applied by the ECSC High Auihority (Editor's note).
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Programme of the Pan-European Union
The central council of the Pan-European Union, meeting in Brussels on 16 January 1966,
adopted a number of resolutions concerning the Unioi's programme.
The Union affirms that 
_the crucial question for the iuture of Europe is the accessionof Great Britain, and also of those- Scandinavian counrries which' so desire, to the
Common Market and to the Pan-European Union of tomorrow. It also reminded the
Governments that the future of the Common Market will remain in leopardy as long asit has not been completed by political union.
The Union also appeals on the one hand to the Governments ro ensure close liaison
between the Common 
- 
\,Iarke-t and EFTA, and on the other io all Europeans ro
strengthen the bonds of friendship and solidariry between Europe and America.
In this spirit the Pan-European Union has decided to convene in Brussels from 14 to
16 May 1966-a Eur-opean congress which will "call on all promoters of a united
Europe, regardless of differences of organizarion or political party, to mobilize rhe
young and dynamic forces struggling to attain a United States oT Europe".
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I NNEX
RESOLUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Resolution adopted on 18 January 1966 embodying the opinion of the European
Parliament on the EEC Commission's proposals to the Council for :
I. A directive on freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services in a self+mployed
capacity in personal services:
l. Restaurants, cafds, taverns and other drinking and eating places (ISIC Group 812);
2. Hotels, rooming houses, camps and other lodging places (ISIC Group 813);
II. A directive on procedures for transitional'measures concerning self-employed activities in
personal services:
1. Restaurants, caf&, taverns and other drinking and eating places (ISIC Group 852); '
2. Hotels, rooming houses, camps and other lodging places (ISIC Group 853).
6. Strutset that the implementation of the
General.Programmes on fieedom of establish- q. fpproa-et the- proposal for a directive on
menr and fleedom to supply services makes freedom of establishment and freedom to
ir increasingly urgent to wbik out the meas- supply services in a self-employed capacity
ures needed'-fbr rFe co-ordination of laws and in-ieisonal services (...), subject to amend-
reaulations relatins to the activities covered ment of the fifth, seventh (1) and rwelfthbithe directive; - p,il: "i,\t i,ffi?ti,tr,#rAnicres 2
7. Contiden it advisable- that the..rules (...)
contained in a directive should establish a
general legal system and that, notwithstand-
ing certain problems 
- 
which have not yet (l) Italian tcxt only
The Earopean Parliament,
(...)
been solved 
- 
69nns6se'd with the hatmoni-
zation of legislation, they should provide for
as small a number of exceptions as possible;
3. It of tbe opinion that the beneficiaries
'of rhe directive on agricultural leas-'s should
be enabled to enjoy all the financial, eco-
nomic and social facilities granted to nationals
of the host country, even if this would require
amendment of the timetable laid down in
the General Programme.
4. Inuitet the EEC Commission to extend
the proposal for a directive to allow the
Resolution adopted on 21 January L966 embodying the opinion of the
European Parliament on the EEC Commission's ProPosal to the Council
concerning application by the Member States of their legislation on
agricultural leases to farmers who are nationals of other Member States.
The Earopean Parliamenl,
(. . .)
l. Notes that the proposed directive on
agricultural leases is only of limited scope
because under the Geaeral Programme it
may only require Member States' legislation
to be applied to farmers who are agricultural
leaseholders in the host countty.
(...)_
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beneficiaries to engage. in the felline aod
exploitation of timber, and olantini and
replanting of forests as iecondary activiiic. as
rnentioned in directives 261 a;d 262/63;
,. Hopet that the EEC Commission will
annex to the draft direaive on agricultural
Ieases a list of the main types oF farming
that are comprehended in the general term
"Agricultural leases".
(...)
8...Approuu the proposal for a directive,
subiect to amendment of Articles 1 and 2.
(...)
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
A. Items concerning the activities of the European Economic Community
published in the official gazette of the European Communities between
14January and 11 February 1966
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
'Written questions and replies
No 16 de M. Miiller-Hermaon i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Prix
de r6f6rence pour les oraoges (No. 56 by M. Miillet-Hermaon to the
EEC Commission: Reference prices for oranges)
No 17 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Objet; Exportations
vers les pays de Ia CEE, via l'Allemagne orientale, de produits agricoles
en provCnance de pays tiers (No. 57 by M. Vredeling 
-to the EEC
Commission: Exports to EEC countties via East Germany of farm produce
from non-member countries)
No 64 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Proposicions
tendant ) un rapproc-hemeot entre I'AELE et la CEE (No. 64 by
M. Vredeling to the EEC Cornmission: Proposals to bring EFTA and
the EEC closer together)
No 66 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Prorogation
et 6laboration des d6cisions du Conseil (No. 66 by M. Vredeling to
the EEC Commission: Extension of Council legislation, enactments since
July 1965)
No 68 de M. Vredeling'i la Commission de Ia CEE. Objet: Relations
commerciales avec la Rhod6sie (No. 68 by M. Vredeling to the EEC
Commission: Commercial relations with Rhodesia)
No 65 de M. Vredeling I la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Importa-
tions et exportations de bl6 (No. 65 by M. Vredeling to the EEC Com-
mission: Imports and exports of wheat)
No 70 de M. Vredeling )r la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Coop6ration
entre les entreprises agricoles ou horticoles (No. 70 by M. Vredeling
to the EEC Commission: Co-operation between agricultural or horticultural
enterprises)
No J9 de MM. Lenz et Berkhouwer i la Commission de Ia CEE. Obiet:
Application de la recommandation de la Commission-relative i l'admis-
sion en exemption de droits d6 douane, i compter du 1* ianvier 1965,
de "marchandises communautaires" (petits envois et bagages personnels)(No. 59 by M. Lenz and M. Berkhouwer to the EEC .Commissioo:
Application of the Commission recommendation on the-exemption from
culioms duties from 1 January 1965 of "Community" goods sent to
individuals or carried in travellers' personal luggage)
No 69 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Tarif
ext6rieur et tarifs intdrieurs des Etats membres (No. 69 by M. Vredeling
to the EEC Commission: external tariff and internal tariffs of the
Member States)
No 77 de M. Pleven i la Commission'de la CEE. Obiet: Droits du
tarif extdrieur de la Communaut6 sur le granit ouvr6 (No. 77 by
M. Pleven to the EEC Commission: CCT duties on worked granite)
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No. 14, 21.1.66
No. 14, 25.1.66
No. 14, 2r.1.66
No. 14, 2r.1.66
No. 14, 2r.7.66
No. 21, 4.2.66
No. 21, 4.2.i6
No. 26, 1r.2.66
No. 26, 11.2.66
No. 26, 11.2.66
No 79 de M. Laan )r la Comlnission 
_de la CEE. Objet: Ddcision de laCommission de la CEE, du 28 ocrobre 1964, destin6e 
"o ,ov.urni- JiBelgique et relarive i la suppression de l'aide'accord6e i ta soii6t6 FoiJTractor (Belgium) Ltd i Anvers [No. 79 by M. Laan to the EEC Com-
mission: EEC Commission decision of 28 October 1964. reouirinpBelgium to discontinue aid to Ford Tractor (Belgium) fta" aniwiipj
No 81 de M. Vre-deling. i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Riglement
rnteneur des comit6s de gestion pour: I'organisation dei marcE6s desproduits. ag;icoles; le financemenr ae la poliiique agricole d;;;;;-i;
lejeau d'informatiol comptable agricole- 1No. S'l Uv'ttf. Vieiiti"?to'tt.ttL Lommrsslon: Rules ol procedure of the Management Committees for
agricultural products, the-EAGGF Committee and-the Commirtee f;; ;h;lntormatron service on farm accounts)
No 82 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: prix
communautaire du bl6 er des c6rdales fourragdres (No. 82 by M. Vrede-ling to the EEC Commission: Community piice of wheat and feed grain)
No 83 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Obier: Estam-pillage obligatoire des ceufs import6s en r6publique fidirale d,Allemaene($o. 83.by M. Vredeling to the EEC Cominissioh: Compulsory ,i"rnpTne
ofeggsimportedintotheFederalRepublicofGerman!,)
COUNCIL AND COMMISSION
I
egulations
Rlglement no |/66/CEE.de la Commission, du 13 janvier 1966, dimi-
nuant. les monranrs suppl6mentaires pour les' poulers Lt poules abatrus etpour les morrres er quarts de poulets et poules (Commission ReeularionNo. 1/66/CEE of 13 January 1966 reducine the supplementar" imount,
for.slaughtered hens and chickens and for-halves ind quartert of hens
and chickens)
Rdglement no 2/66/CEl,. de la Commission, du 13 fanvier 1966, modi-fiant le monranr suppldmentaire pour lei iaunes d'ceufs liquiies ou
congel6s (Commission Regulation No. 2/66/CEE of 13 lanian 1966
modifying the supplementaiy amount for liquid or frozin- egg vbtLs)
Rdglement no 3/.6.6/CEE du Conseil, du 20 janvier 1966, rclatil ir
certaines mesures d6rogatoires en matiire d'importition de viandes bovines
congel6es en provenance des pays tiers (Council Regulation No. j/66/CEE
of 20 January 1966 containlng cerrain exceptionil measures ln resoect
of imports of frozen beef and veal from noh-member counrries)
REglement no 4/66/CEE du 
. 
Conseil, du 20 janvier 1966, porraat
prorogation du rlglement ao 142/64/CEE du Conieil relatif i ia iestitu-
ti-on i. la production pour les amidons et la ficule (Council Regularion
N-r. 1199/9FF_ of 20 January 1966 extending Council RelulationNo. 142/64/CEE on refunds io starch produceis)
Rdglement no 5/66/CEE du Conseil, du 20 ianvier 1966. oortant
prorogation de la validitd du rlglement no 88/6J{CEE du Conseiirelatif
aux restitutions i l'exportarion vers les pays tiers dans les secteurs de
la viande Cq p.ol., des ceufs er de la viande de volaille (Council Regula-
lon 
-Nq.-l/{6/-CE) 9f 20 January 1966 exrending Council RegulltionNo. 88/65/CEE relating to iefundi on exports to ion-member c-ountriesin the pigmeat, egg and poultrymeat seciors)
Rdglement no 6/66/CEE du Conseil, du 20 ianvier 1966. oorrant
troisilme prorogarion de la dur6e de validit6 du rEglement no 85/63/CpA
du Conseil relatif ir la ddtermination des prix d-6cluse et des montanrs
suppl6mentaires et fixant les dispositions iransitoires pour les ddcoupes
et les pr6pararions et conserves i base de viande de porc (Couricil
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Regulatioo No. 6/66/CEE of 20 January 1966 extending fot the thitd
time Council Regulation No. 85/63/CEE, on sluice-gate prices and
supplementary ,unoun$ and on transitional arrangemeots for cuts of
pork and ptepared or preserved pigmeat products)
Riglement no 7/66/CEE de Ia Commission, du 26 ianuier 1966, relatiti la fixation d'un montant suppl6mentaire pour les ceufs en coquille de
volailles (Commission Regulation No. 7/66/CEE of 26 Janaary 1966
fixing a supplementary amount for poultry eggs in shell)
Rdglement no 8/66/CEE de la Commission, du 28 janvier 1966, modi-
fiant le rlglement no ll9/6)/CEE, en ce qui concerne la quantit6 de
beurre i importer en Italie en exemption de prillvements (Commission
Regulation No. 8/66ICEE of 28 January 1966 amending RegulationN;. Ll9/6r/CEE with regard to the quantity of butter to be imported
into Italy free of levy)
Rdglement no 9/66/CEE de Ia Commission, du 28 janvier 1966, modi-
fiant le rlglement rc 69/61/CEE, en ce qui concerne le d6lai prescrit
pour la vente acc6lir6e du beurre aux Pays-Bas (Commission Regulation
No. 9/66ICEE ot 28 Jaauary 1966 amending Regulation No. 69l65lCEE
with regard to the time-limit laid down for the release of governmeot
butter stocks in the Netherlands)
Rlglemenr no L0/66/CEE de la Commission, du 3 l€vrier 1966, majorani
Ies-montants suppl6mentaires pour les poulets et poules abattus (Com-
missiori Regulation No. 10/66ICEE of 3 Februai 1966 increasing the
supplementary arnounts for slaughtered hens aod chickens)
Rlglement rc ll/66/CEE de la Commission, du 3 ftvrier 1966, limitant
le montanr maximum de Ia restitution i I'exportation, vers les pays tierspour certains produits transform6 i base de c6riales (Commission
itegulation No.- LI/66/CEE of 3 February 1966 limiting the maximum
refund for exports to non-member countries of certain processed cereal
produas)
Riglement no 12/66/CEE de la Commission, du 10 f6vrier 1966, fixant
un monrant suppl6mentaire pour les ceufs de volailles en coqu;-lle_. (Com-
mission Reguliiion No. |2/66/CEE of l0 February lc)66 tixing a
supplementary arnount for poultry eggs in shell)
THE COUNCIL
Information
No. 13, 22.1.66
No. 17, 27.1.66
N. 18, 29.1.66
No. 18, 29.1.66
No. 22, 4.2.66
No. 24, ,.2.66
No. 26, 11.2.66
No. 10, t8.1.66
No. 11, 20.1.66
Dicision du Conseil, du 4 ianvier 1966, visant i introduire certaioes
modifications au tarif douanier commun (Council decision of 4 January
1966 makir,g certain amendments to the common customs tatiff)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 dconomique et social au suiet d'une
proposition d'une directive du ConseiI concernant le rapprochement des
' idgiilations des Etats membres relatives aux taxes d'affranchissement
pour les lettres du premier 6chelon de poids et les cartes postales(Reference to the Economic and Social Committee of a proposal for a
Council directive on the alignment of postal rates for letters up to
20 grammes and postcards)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 6conomique et social au suiet d'une
orooosition de directive modifiant la directive du Conseil du J novem-
bre' 196) relative au rapprochement des ligislations des Etats membres
concernant les agents conservateurs pouvant eJre employ6s ilans les
denrdes destindes l l'alimentation humaine (Reference to the Economic
and Social Commitree of a proposal for a directive aminding the Council
directive of 5 Novernber 1961 relating to rhe approxiination of legisla-
tion on permitted preserving agents in food for human consumption)
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No. 11, 20.1.66
Consultation et avis du Co-mit6 iconomique et social au sujet de deux
propositions.de. directive_du Conseil concern3nt le rapprochement des
dispositions ldgislatives, rdglemenraires er administrativei'relatives, d'une
part,..aux. subsrances et pi6parations dangerelses er, d'autre pari, i la
cljssification, l'dtiqqetage et I'e-mballage des substances dangereuses(Reference ro rhe Economic and Social Committee of two ploposalsfor Council directives on the approximation of laws and relulaiions,
one concerning dangerous substances and preparations and the orher the
classification, labelling and packaging of- dangerous substances)
Dicision du Conseil, du 27 d6cembre 1965, portant conclusion d'un
arrangemenr entre la Communaut6 6conomique euio#enne et le Rovaume-Uni relatif i la prorogation de la suspeniion siniultanie des dr6its de
douane sur le th6, le mati et les bois tropicaux (Council decision of27 December 1965 concluding an arrangement beiween rhe European
Economic Community and the United Kingdom extending the simulta-
neous suspension of customs duties on tea, mat6 and tropical hardwoods)
Decision 
.du.. Conseil, du 20 janvier 1966, aurorisant la Ripubliquefrangaise i- diminuer le montani des pr6ldvemenrs pour les porci vivants
qt la viande !e po-rc _(Council decisiirn of 20 January 196d authorizingFrance to reduce the levies on pigs and pigm&t)
Consultation et avis du Comitd &onomique et social au suiet d'une
proposition de directive du Conseil relative aux modalitds dei mesures
transitoires dans le domaine des activit6s non salari6es relevant des
industries alimentaires et de la fabrication de boissons (classes 20 er
2L CITI) [Reference to rhe Econornic and Social Commiitee of a pro-
posal.for a Cor:ncil directive on derailed transitional measures applicible
to 
. 
self-emp_loyed 
_ 
activities in the food manufacturing and '&verage
industries (ISIC Maior Groups 20 and 2l)l
Consultation et avis du Comiti dconomique et social au sujet d'une
proposition de directive du Conseil concernant la r6alisation de-la libertd
d'6rablissernent et de la libre prestarion de services pour les acrivit6s
non salari6es relevant des indusfries alimentaires er de la fabrication de
boissons (classes 20 er 21 CITI) [Reference to the Economic and Social
Committee of a proposal for a Council directive on freedom of estab-
lishment and freedom to supply services- in a self-employed capaciry in
the. food_manufacturing and beverage industries (ISIC -Miior Gioupi Z0
and 21)l
Dicision du-Conseil, du 2 fivrier 1966, rclarive au contingent rarifaire
communautaire de 20 000 t6tes de gdnisses et de vaches de c-ertaines races
de montagne (Council decision of 2 February 1966 on the Communitvtariff quota of 20 000 head of cows and hiifers of certain mountain
breeds)
Modifications des annexes 2, ) et ) du rlglement no 4 du Conseil de
Ia Communaut6 6conomique europ6enne fixant les modalit6s d'application
et compl6tant les dispositions du rtglement no 3 concernant li- sdcuritd
sociale des travailleurs migrants (Amendments to Annexes 2, 3 and j
of Council 
-Regu-lation No. 4 on implementing procedures and supplemen-tary provisions in respect of Regulation No. 3 concerning social leanrity
tor mrgrant workers)
THE COMMISSION
Directives and decisions
D6cision de la Commission, du 3 d6cembre 1965, aurorisant la R6publique
frangaise l- appliquer des mesures de prorection, au titre de l'article liJ,
alin6a..l, du Trait6, en ce qui concerne les "animaux vivants de I'esplce
ovine" et la viande ovine originaire des pays tiers et mis en libre prarique
dans d'autres Etats membres (Commissi,on decision of 3 December 19-6)
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No. 21, 4.2.66
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authorizing France to adopt safeguard measures under Article ll5, first
paragraph, of the Treaty, with regard to sheep and mutton originaring in
non-member countries and in free circulation in other Member Siates
D6cision de la Commission, du 3 d6cembre 1965, relative au recours de
la R6publique frangaise i I'article 115, alin6a l, du Trait6, pour exclure
du traitement communautaire "la viande ovine congel6e" de la position
douani8re ex 02.01 A IV, originaire d'Australie et mise en libre pratique dans
les Pays-Bas [Commission decision of 3 December 196) ot the invoca-
tion by France of Article 115, first paragraph, of the Treaty, in orderto exclude from Community treatment frozen mutton (ex Heading
02.0L A IV) originating in Australia and in free circulation in the
Netherlandsl
D6cision de la Commission, du 10 d6cembre 196), portant augmentarion
du volume du contingent tarifaire au bin6fice de la rdpublique f6d6rale
d'Allemagne pour le ferrosilicomaogandse (Commission decision ofl0 December 1965. increasing the volume of the tariff quota granted
to the Federal nepublic of dermany for ferrosilicomanganese) -
D6cision de la Commission, du 10 ddcembre 196), portant auementation
du volume du contingent tarifaire octroy6 i la r6publique f6d6rale
d'Allemagne pour le magn6sium brut (Commission decision of
10 December 1965 increasing the volume of the tariff quota granted to
the Federal Republic of Germany for unwrought magnesium)
D6cision de la Commission, du l0 dicembre 1965, portant augmentation
du volume du contingent tarifaire au b6n6fice du royaume de Belgique
et du grand-duch6 de Luxembourg pour le ferrosilicium (Commission
decision of 10 December 1961 increasing the volume of the tariff quota
granted to Belgium and Luxembourg for ferrosilicon)
D6cision de la Commission, du 14 d6cembre 1965, portant augmenta-
tion du volume du contingent tarif.aire octroy6 i la r6publique f6ddrate
d'Allemagne pour les morues, colins, aiglefins, s6basres et fl6tans noirs,
frais, r6frig6r6s ou congel6s [Commission decision of 14 December 1961
increasing the volume of the tariff quota granted to the Federal Republic
of Germany for cod, coalfish (pollack), haddock, Norwegian rosefish
and black halibut, fresh, chilled or frozenl
Ddcision de la Commission, du l5 dicembre 196J, relative au recours
de la R6publique frangaise i l'article LlJ, alin6a 1, du Trait6, pour
exclure du traitement communautaire certains produits originaires de
pays tiers et mis en libre pratique daos les autres Etats membres(Commission decision of l5 December 1965 oa the invocation by France
of Article 115, firsr paragraph, of the Treaty, in order to exclude from
Community treatment certain products originating in non-member coun-
tries and in free circulation in the other Member States
D6cision de Ia Commission, du l5 d6cembre 1961, relative i la proroga-
tion de I'autorisation du tarif no 251, point A, des chemins de fer
italiens de l'Etat (Commission decision of 15 December 1965 extending
the authorization of Tariff No.251-A of the Italiao State Railways
D6cision de la Commission, du li d6cembre 196J, relative i la proroga-
tion de l'autorisation des tarifs exceptionnels r,os 202, 210 et 218 des
chemins de fer italiens de l'Etat (Commission decision of 11 Decem-
ber 1965 extending the authorization of special tariffs Nos. 202, 210
and 218 of the Italian State Railways)
D6cision de la Commission, du 21 d6cembre-1965, autorisant la Rdpu-
blique italienne i adopter des mesures de sauvegarde pour le soufre(Commission decision of 21 December 1965 authorizing Italy to adopt
safeguard rneasures for sulphur)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 21 dCcembre 1961, autorisant la R6pu-
blique italienne i adopter une rnesure de sauvegarde pour le sulfure de
carbone (Commission decision of 21 December L965 authorizing Italy
to adopt a safeguard measure for carbon disulfide)
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Ddcision de la Commission, du 2l d6cembre 196i, relative au recoursde.la R6publique frangaise i I'arricle 1lJ, alin6a't, i, f*ite,-p*i
exclure du traitement communautaire les fleurs et boutons de fl-eurs
coup6s, originaires. de pays 
-tiers -et mis en libre pratique dil les ;i;;;Etats membres_ (Commission decision of 2l Deceniber l96j on the
invocation by France of^Article 115, first paragraph, of ttri i'reaiy, in
order to exclude trom Lommuniry trearmeot cut flowers and buds offlowers originating in non-membei countries and in free .i.*t",i* l"the other Member States)
D6cision de la Commission, du 21 ddcembre L961, relative au recours
de la r6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne i l'article 115, atin6a I, duT;;ita:pour exclure du trairement communautaire les ,,oxydes dianrimoineiide la.position 
.ex 28.28 M du tarif douanier commln, originairii-depays.tiers. et mis en li,br_e pratique dlns les autres Erats membr"es tcom-
mission decision of 2l Detember l96j oa the invocation by the Fideral
Republic of Germany of Article 115, first parasraph, of ifre i;;i; i"
order to exclude from Communiry treatment antiironv'oxide (ex Headine28.28M of the CCT) originating in non-member countries and ln freE
circulation in the other Membei Statesl
Ddcision de la Commission, du 14 d6cembre 196j. oortant nouvelle
modification de sa ddcision du l0 novembre 1964. autorisant la oerceo-
tion. de taxes. compensatoires i l'imporrarion, en r6publique fiaerate
d'Allemagne, de dextrines fabriqu6es l partir de la f?lcute 'de pommes
de terre ainsi que de fdcules de pbrnmes d-e terre solubles ou torr6fi6es, en
provenance de certains Etats membres (Commission decision of 14 Dec-
ember 196J again amending its decision of l0 November 1964 authoii-
zing the Fede-ral Republic of Germany- co impose couritervailing charges
on imports of dextrins manufactured 'from p6tato starch and oJ solu'ble
or roasted potato starches, from certain Mimber States)
D6cision de Ia Commission, du 14 d6cembre 1965, portant nouvelle
modification de sa d6cision du 6 novembre 1964, autoiisant la percep-
tion.de taxes c-ompensaroires sur les imporrations, en r6publique f6ddraie
d'Allemagne de biscuits et gaufres en provenance de ceitains Etats
membres (Commission decision of 14 December l96J apaia amendinsits decision of 6 Novembet 7964 authorizing the Federi'l Republic oT
Germany to impose count-ervalling charges on imports of bisiuits and
waffles from certain Member StaGs)
D6cision de la Commission, du 14 dicembre 1965. portant nouvelle
modification de sa d6cision du 21 d6cembre 1964, autoiisant la oerceo-
t-r9n de raxes compensatoires sur les importations, en rdpublique f6d6raie
d'Allemagne, de caramels mous, de carimels duis, de drasiei ainsi que
. de pite i fondant en provenance des aurres Etats membres - (Commission
decision of L4 December 1961 again amending its decision'of 2l Dec-
ember 1964 aurhorizing the- Federal Republic of Germany to impose
countervailing charges on imports of iofr cararnels, haid cararirels.
sugared almonds and fondant paste from orher Member States)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 14 d6cembre 1965, portant nouvelle
modification de sa d6cision du 6 novembre 1964. auroiisant la oerceo-
tion__de taxes compensatoires sur les importations, Ln ripublique f6d6raie
d'Allemagne de pain et de produits similaires, en provenance d., royaume
des Pays-Bas (Commission decision of 14 Decem6er 196l aeain ahend-
ing its decision of 6 November 1964 authorizing the Federal-Fepublic of
Germany 
-to impose countervailing charges on imports of biead andthe like from the Netherlands)
Ddcision de la Commissioo, du 14 decembre 1965, portant nouvelle
modificarion de sa dicision du 21 d6cembre 1964, autoiisant la percep-
tion de taxes compensaroires i l'iniportation, dans li R6publique frincais'e,
de dextrines,.d'amidons er f6cules solubles ou torr6fi6s, a-insi qui di
paremenrs pripar6s et appr6rs pr6pares, i base de matieres amilac6es,
en provenance de cerrains Etats membres (Comrnission decision of
14 December 1961 again amending its decision of 21 December 1964
'lthorizing France to impose counrervailing charges on imports of dex-
.s, soluble or roasre4 starches or prepared ll.azings and prepared
ings with a basis of starchy substances, from certain Membel States)
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D6cision de Ia Commission, du 14 ddrembre 1965, portant nouvelle
modification de sa decision du 30 novembrc 7964, autorisaot la percep
tion de taxes compensatoires i l'importation, dans la R6publique frangaise,
de glucose (dextrose) en provenance de cettains Etats.membres [Corn-
misiion decision of 14 December 1961 again amending its decision of
30 November 1964 auhorizing France to impose countervailing charges
on imports of glucose (dextrose) from certain Member Statesl
D6cision de la Commission, du 14 decembre 1961, portant nour.il.
modification de sa d6cision du 6 novembre 1964, autorisant la percep-
tion de taxes compensatoires sur les importations, en R6publique fran-
gaise, de chocolat et de confiteries et pr6parations comportant du cacao
ou du chocolat sans liqueur alcoolique, en provenance de cenains Etats
membres (Commission decision of 14 December 1961 ag^lo amending
its decision of 6 November 1964 authorizing France to impose couoter-
vailing charges oo imports of chocolate and of confectionery and prepara-
tions containing cocoa or chocolate, but not alcohol, from certain Member
Srates)
D6cision de la Commission, du 14 d6cembre 1961, portant nouvelle
modification de sa ddcision du 6 novembre 1964, autorisant la percep-
tion de taxes compeosatoires sur les importations, en R6publique fran-
caise, de sucreries sans cacao, ne contenant pas de liqueur alcoolique, en
provenance des autres Etats membres (Commission decision of t4 Dec-
6mber l96J again amending its decision of 6 November 1964 authorizing
France to impose countervaiJing charges on imports- of sugar confectionery
not containing cocoa or alcohol, from certain Member States)
D6cision de la Commission, du 14 diiembre 1965, portant nouvelle
modification de sa ddcision du 10 novembre 1964, autorisant la percep-
tion de raxes compensatoires i l'importation, dans la R6publique italienne,
de dextrinc fabriquees I partir de la f6cule de pommes de terre ainsi
que de f6cules de pommes de terre solubles ou torr6fiees, en provenaoce
de certains Etats membres (Commissioo decision of 14 December 1965
again amending its decision of 10 November 1964 authorizing Italy to
iipose countervailing charges on imports of dextrins manufactured from
potato starch and of soluble or roasted potato starches, from certain
Member States)
D6cision de la Commission, du 22 dlcembre 1965, portant octroi du
concours du Fonds social europden au bendfice du royaume de Belgique
pour des ddpenses relatives i dis op€rations de r6dducation professionnelle
'(Commission decision of 22 Dc'cember 196) granting Beljium aid from
the European Social Fund for workers' retraining schemes)'
Deux ddcisions de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 1965, portant octroi du
concours du Fonds social europ6en au bin6fice de la r6publique f6d6rale
d'Allemagne pour des d6penses relatives I des op6rations de r66ducation
orofessionnelll (Two Commission decisions of. 22 December 196J
granting the Fedeiat Republic of Germany aid from the European Social
Fund for workers' retraining schemes)
Six dicisions de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 1961, portant octroi du
concours du Fonds social europ6en au bdn6fice de la R6publique italienne
pour des d6penses relatives i des operations de riiducation profession-
irelle (Six Commission decisions- of 22 December 1961 grairing Iraly
aid frorir the European Social Fund fot workers' retraining schemEs)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 196), portant octroi du
concours du Fonds social europden au Mn6fice du royaume de Belgique
pour des ddpenses relatives ir des operations de rdinstallation (Commis-
sion decision of 22 December 1961 granting Belgium aid from the
European Social Fund for resettlement schemes)
Trois d6cisions de la Commission, du 22 decembre 1965, portaot octroi du
concours du Fonds social europden au Mndfice de la r6publique f6d6rale
d'Allemasne oour des d6oenses relatives i des o#rations de r6iostallation(Three C-omniission decisions of 22 December 1961 graoting the Federal
Republic of Germany aid from the European Social Fund for resettlement
schemes)
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D6cision de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 196J. oortant octroi du
concours du Fonds social europden au ben6fice de la f.i'publique francaisi
pour des d6penses relatives ) des opdrations de r6instaliarion (Comhis-
sion decision of 22 Decembet 1961 fraating France aid from the EuropeanSocial Fund for resettlement schemes)
Deux dicisions de la Commission, du 22 ddcembre 1961, portait octroi du
concours du Fonds social eu.ropden au b6n6fice de la Rdpirblique italienne
pour. des ddpenses relatives i des op6ratio_ns de r6installaiion '(Two Com-
mission decisions of 22 December 1965 granting Italy aid from rhe
European Social Fund for resettlement schemes)
Ddcision de la Commission_, du 21 
-d6cembre 1965, portant occroi ila r6publique fid6rale d'Allemagne d'un contingent'ta'rifaire pour leipqneall (Cgmmission decision of 21 Decem5er 1961 graniing the
Federal Republic of Germany a ta:iif.f. quota for prunes)
Ddcision de la Commission,- du 22 d6cembre 1961, portant autorisation
au royaume des Pays-Bas d'introduire un contineint tarifaire oour leplomb brut (Commission decisjon of 22 Decemlber 196l authorizing
the Netherlands to open a taritf quota for unwrought lead)
Dicision de la Commission, du 22 d,lcembre 1965, portant autorisationi la ripublique. f6d6rale d'Allemagne d'introduire un contingent tarifaire
pour le plomb brut (Commission-decision of 22 December 1"965 authori-
zing the. Federal Republic of Germany to open a tailf quota for
unwrought lead)
Dicision de la Commission,- du 22 d6cembre 196), portant autorisation
au royaume de Belgique d'introduire un continseni tarifaire oour leplom! brut (Commission decision of 22 Deceri.ber 1965 authorizing
Belgium to open a.taiff quota for unwrought lead)
Decision de la Commission,- du 22 d6cembre 1961, portant autorisation
au royaume des Pays-Bas d'introduire un continsent tarifaire oour le
/_nc. br-ut . (Commission decision of 22 December-196j authorizine theNetherlands to open a taiff quota for unwrought zinc)
Decision de la Commission, du 22 dlcembre 196), portant autorisation) la republique fedirale d'Allemagne d'introduire un contingent tarifaire
pour Ie zinc brut non alli6 (Commission decision of 22 Deiember 1961
aurhorizi.ng the.Federal 
.Republic of Germany ro open a taiff quota for
unwrought unalloyed zinc) -
Ddcision de la Commission, du 23 dicembre 1965.'portant Drorosarion
de la validiti de sa d6cision en date du 8 iuiller 1964', rclativd au r-ecours
de la r6publiqu-e f6d6rale d'Allemagne i I'irticle ll5, alinda l, du Trait6,
pour-.exclure 
_ 
du traiteme,nt communautaire le caf6, non torr6fi6, non
dicaf6in6, de la position 09.01 A I a du tarif douaniei commun, originiiri
des.pays alltres que les Etats.africains et malgache et que ies p"ays er
territoires d'outre-mer associ6s i la Communautl dconomioue euroi66nn".
et_ mis en libre pratique dans les pays du Benelux [Comrirission decision
of 23 Dec'ember 1965 extending iis decision of 8 Juli 1964 on the invoca-tion by the Federal Republic o-f Germany of Article lll, first parasraph.
of the Treaty, in order'to exclude from Communitv ireatment ioffee.
unroasted and not freed of caffeine (CCT Heading 0g.Ot a I d f.rori-
countries orher than the associated African States an? the associared over-
seas countries and rerritories and in free circulation in the Benelux
countries]
D6cision de Ia Commission, du 23 d6cembre 1961, portant prorogation
de la validit6 de sa d6cision en date du 8 juillt' 1964, relatiie au
recours de la R6publique iralienne i l'article itr, din6a i, du Trait6,
pour_.exclure du trairement communautaire le caf6, non torrifi6, non
d6caf6in6, de la position 09.01 A I a du tarif douaniei commun, originaire
des pays aurres que les Etats africains et malgache et que ies D*avs et
territoires d'outre-mer associ6s i la Communautd 6conomioue euroi66rrrre.
.t mis en libre pratique dans les pays du Benelux lComrirission decision' 23 December L96J extending its decision of 8 July 1964 on the
.-ation by Italy of Arricle 11J, first paragraph, 'of the Treaty,
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in order to exclude from Community tteatment coffee, unroasted and
not freed of caffeine (CCT Heading 09.01 A I a) f.rom countries othet
than the associated African States and the associated ovetseas countries
and territories and in free circulation in the Benelux countries]
Ddcision de la Commission, du 23 dicembre 1965, portant prorogacion
de la validit6 de sa d6cision du 31 octobre 1962 i la suite de recours de
la rdpublique f6d6rale d'Allemagne i I'article 115, alin6a 1, du Trait6,
pour - exclure du traitement communautaire les feuilles de tabac non
6cot6es et les dichets de tabac originaires des pays tiers et mis en libre
pratique dans les autres Etats membres (Commission decision of 2) Dec-
imbei 1965 extending its decision of 3l October 1962 following the
invocation by the Feileral Republic of Germany of Article 115, first
oarasraoh. of the Treatv. in order to exclude from Communitv treatment
irnstiipi.d tobacco leavli and tobacco refuse originating in non-member
countiies and in free circulation in the other Member States)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 dicembre 1965, portant octroi d'un
conringent tarifaire i la r6publique fdddrale d'Allemagne pout_ le tartrate
de calcium brut (Commislion decision of 22 December 1965 graotiog
the Federal Republic of Germany a tariff quota for crude calcium tartrate)
D6cision de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 196J, portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire i la rdpublique f6dirale d'Allemagne pour I'6rythro-
mycine (Commission decision of 22 December 196) granring the Federal
Republic of Germany a tariff. quota for erythromycin)
D6cision de Ia Commission, du 22 ddcembre 1961, portant octroi au
royaume de Belgique et au grand-duch6 de Luxembourg d'un contingent
taiitaire pour le sel destin6 i la transformation chimique (Commission
decision 
-of 22 Decembr 1965 granting Belgium and Luxembourg a
tariff quota for salt for chemical processing)
D6cision de la Commission, du 22 ddcembre 1965, portant octroi de
contingents tarifaires )r la r6publique fdd6rale d'Allemagne pour les cuhs,
plaques, feuilles et bandes en lilge naturel et pour les cubes ou carr6s
ioui la fabrication de bouchons (Commission decision of 22 Decem-kr 19(;D granting the Federal Republic of Germany tariff quotas for
natural cork in blocks, plates, sheets or strips, or square slabs cut to
size for corks or stoppers)
D6cision de la Commission, du 22 dlcembre 1965, portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire au royaume des Pays-Bas pour les cubes, plaques,
feuillei er bandes en lilge narurel, y compris les cubes ou carrds pour Ia
fabrication de bouchoni (Commislion decision of 22 December 1965
granting the Netherlands a tariff quota for natural-cork in blocks, plates,
iheets or strips, or square slabs cut to size for corks or stoppers)
Dicision de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 1961, portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire au royaume de Belgique et au grand-duch6 de Luxem-
bourg-pour les cubes, plaques, feuilles et bandes en liEge narurel, y
compris les cubes ou carrds pour la fabrication de bouchons (Commis'
sion'decision of 22 Decembei 1965 erarrting Belgium and Luxembourg a
tariff quota for natural cork in blocks, plates, sheets or strips, or square
slabs cut to size for cork or stoppers)
D6cision de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 1965, portant octroi d'un
contingent tarifaire i la r6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne pour les- fils
de soie (Commission decision of 22 December 1965 granting the Federal
Republic of Germany t tarifl quota for silk yarn)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 ddcembre 1961, portant octroi d'un
contingent taritaire )r la r6publique fid6ra-le d Allemagne pour les fils
de bourre de soie (Commisiion decision of 22 December 1961 graoting
the Federal Republic of Germany a tafift quota for yarn spun from
silk waste)
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D6cision de la Commission, du 22 decembre 1961, autorisant la r6pu-' blique f6ddrale d'Allemagne i introduire ,n coniingent t"rifrire p6r,
l'aluminium brut (Commission decision of 22 December 1965 aufhor-izing the Federal. Re.public of Germany to open a taiiff quota for
unwrought aluminium)
D6cision de Ia Commission, du 22 ddcembre 1965, autorisant le royaume
des Pays-Bas i- introduire un contingent tarifaire -pour l'aluminiuni brot(Commission d-ecision of 22 December 1961 authorizing the Netherlands
to open a tariff. quota for unwrought, aluminium)
D6cision de la Commission, du 22 dicembre 196I, autorisant I'Union
6conomique.belgo-luxembourgeoise i introduire un'contingent tarifairepour I'aluminium brut (Commission decision of 22 Diember 1965
aurhorizing B.L.E.U. to open a taiff quota for unwrought aluminium)
Dicision de la Commission, de 22 decembre 1965, porranr octroi d'un
contingent tarif.aire i la rdpublique f6d6rale d'Allemadne pour le masn6-qiup lrgt (Commission decision of 22 December-1965 grantiog the
Federal Republic of Germany a tariff quota for unwrought magnisium)-
D6cision de la Commission, de 22 d€cembre 1961, portant octroi d'un
co_ntingent tailtaire au royaume des Pays-Bas pour le magn6sium brut(Commission decision of 22 December'196J lranting thJ Netherlands
a tarif.f. quota for unwrought magnesium)
Dicision de la Commission, de 22 d6cembre 1965, portant octroi d'un
contingenr tarifaire au royaume de Belgique et au grand-duchi de Luxem-
bourg pour le magn6sium brut (Commission decision of 22 Decem-
ber 196.5 granring Belgium and Luxembourg a :ariff. quora for unwrought
, 
magnesium)
European Development Fund
Avis d'appel d'offres no 464 (appel d'offres par consultation publique)
de 
_la r6publique du S6n6gal (Office de la corimercialisarion airicole 
-
, ; OrC.4.) pour un programme fi,nanc6 partiellement par la CEE- [Noticel' of call-for supply tender No.464 issued by Senegal (Agricultural Market-' ing Office.- OCA) for a programme financed-in part by the EECI
Modificatif i I'appel d'offres no 452 (Amendment to call for tender
No. 412)
R6sultats d'appels d'offres (nos 334, 339, 388, 391 er 395) (Results
of calls for tender Nos. 134, 339,388, 391 and 39!)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 461 lanc6 par la Ripublique malsache (Norice
of call for tender No. 461 issued by the Malagasy Repu6lic;
Avis d'appel d'offres-concours no 466 lanc6 par la R6publique malqache
(Noti.cg of call for tender/comperition No. 466 issued by ihe Maligasy
Republic
Risultats d'appels d'offres (no 407) (Result of call for tender No. 407)
R6sultats d'appels d'offres (no 411) (Result of call for tender No. 411)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 467 (appel d'offres par consultation publique)
de la r6publique dl Niger (Fondi de doration pour I'amdlioration di la
production rurale du Niger 
- 
F,D.A.P.R. 
- 
Niger) pour un programme
financ6 qartiellement par la CEE [Notice of- call- for suppl/ tender
No. 467 issued by Niger (Fund for the improvement of rural production
' in Niger 
- 
FDAPR) for a programme financed in part by- the EEC]
Avis d'appel d'offres no 468lanc6 par le royaume du Burundi (Notice
of call for tender No. 468 issued by Burundi)
ldificatif ir I'avis d'appel d'offres no 441 (Amendmenr to call for\ r No. 445)
No. 19, 31.1.66
No. 19, 31.1.66
No. 19, 11.1.66
No. 19, )1.1.66
No. 19, 31.1.66
No. 19, )1.1.66
No. 8,
No. 8,
No. 8,
No. 9,
No. 9,
No. 9,
No. 13,
tr.t.66
rr.t.66
tt.t.66
17.1.66
L7.1.66
t7.t.61
22.1.66
No. 17, 27.1.66
No. 20, 1.2.66
No. 20,. 7.2.66
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Avis d'appel d'offres oo 469, Iancd par la rdpublique du Dahomey(Notice of call for tender No. 469 issued by Dahomey)
Appel d'offres no 470 (appel d'offres par consultation publique) de la
rdpublique de Haute-Volta (Organisation de coordination et de coop6-
ration pour la lutte contre les grandes end6mies 
- 
O.C.C.G.E.) lCallfor supply tender No. 470 issued by Upper Volta (Organization
for co-ordination and co-operation in the campaigo against endemic
diseases 
- 
OCCGE)I
Appel d'offres no 471 lanc6 par Ia r6publique islamique de Mauritanie(Call for tender No. 471 issued by Mauritania)
General information
Proposition de riglement du Conseil portant modification de I'article ll
du riglement oo 23 eo ce qui concerne les oranges, accompagnee d'un
projet de r6solution du Conseil relative au financement des subventions
accorde€s aux producteurs d'oranges (pr6sentees par la Commission au
Conseil le 12 janvier 7966) [Proposal for a Council regulation amending
Article 11 of Regulation No.23 in respect of oranges, together wirh
a draft Council resolution on the financing of subsidies to oraoge Browers(submitted by the Commission to the Council on 12 January 1966))
Avis de coocours no CEE/748/A (un administrateur principal) [Notice
of competitive examination No, CEE/748/A (principal administrative
officer)l
No. 24, 1.2.66
No. 25, 8.2.66
No. 25, 8.2.66
No.9, 17.1.66
No. 22, 4.2.66
No. 22, 4.2.66
No. 25, 8.2.66
No. 2J, 8.2.66
No. 25, 8.2.66
No. 2J, 8.2.66
competitive examination
Avis de concours no CEE/7)1/A (un administrateur)
i ation No. CEE/753lA (administrative lNotice 
of officer)l
THE COURT OT JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Judgments
Arr6t de la Cour dans I'affaire 4)-64 (Commission de la CEE contre
R6publique italienne) [Judgmeot of the Court in case 45-64 (EEC
Commission v. the Italiao Republic)l
Arr6t de la Cour (Premiire Chambre) dans I'affaire 11-(A (M. Jearl.
Lens contre Cour de justice des Communaut6s europeennes) [Judgment
of the Court (First Section) in ca,e 51-64 (M. Jean Lens v. Court of
Justice of the European Comrnunities)l
Arr6t de la Cour dans l'affaire 16-6J (demande de dCcision pr6judicielle
par la "Hessischer Finanzgericht" de Kassel dans le proiEs pendant
devant lui : entreprise C. Schwarze contre "Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle
fiir Getreide und Futtermittel") [Judgment of the Court in case 16-65(request for preliminary ruling submitted by the Hessischer Finanz-
gericht, Kassel, ia re G. Schwarze v. Einfuhr- uod Vorratsstelle fiir
Getreide und Futterminel)l
Arr6t de la Cour (Premitre Chambre) dans l'affaire 20-6J (Umberto
Collotti contre Cour de justice des Communaut6s europeennis) [Judg-
ment of the Court (Firs-t Section) in case 20-6) (Umberto Collotti v.
Court of Justice of the European Communities)l
Atr6t de la Cour dans I'affaire 3l-65 (demande de'decision prdjudicielle
par le "Landessozialgericht" de Berlin dans le procls pendant devant lui:?'Bundesversicherunglanstalt fiir Angestellte" co-ntre M. Adrianus Dekker)
lJudgment of the Court h case 31-6) (request for preliminaty ruling
submitted by the Landessozialgerichr, Bedin, in ra Bundesversicheruhgs-
anstalt ftr Angestellte v. M. Adrianus Dekker)l
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Communications
Demande 
, 
de d6cision pr6judicielle du ,,Finanzgericht,, du Land desarre, presente€_ pqr. ordonnance du 2g octobre 1965 dans l,affairetrrma Alfons Liitricke GmbH contre t'Hauprzollamt" de sarrelouii
&!'ii"iJ,!tr.,iA:,H',[";'#'Til#"i[if, ,;,';'#',1;il],^i[*iLtirticke GmbH v. Haufrzollamt 
"f 5r"ri"""ii--i'i*1"- >,irciil"Demande de d6cision pr6iudicielle contenue dans la ddcision du l0 dicem-lre 19(5 du "scheiilsg6recht ,an- hei--seai-b,.rf"rj;;; h;,-i,ili;-be.d,rijf" i Heerlen (P;ys-Bas) a*s iaff.ire-nf"a'ri,.. u.u". C. Vaastn-Gcibbels contre "Bestuur van het Beambtenfonds vooi het Mijnhdrijf',(Affaire q/95I [Request for preliminary ruling .;;i"i.ea---ir -';i.,"
decision of l0 December 1961 of--the Scheidsgerechl van her Bea;br;;:
fo{r.d: voor her Miinbedrilf, Heerlin, ttethertan?i, ;" re Mme C. V;;;_Gobbels v. Bestuur van het Beambrenfonds voor het Miinbedriif (case
61 I 6r))
No. 7, 14.1.66
No. 17, 27.1.66_
B. Issues of the agricultural supplement to the official gazefie containing the
tables appended to the Commission's decisions fixing cif prices, premiums to
be added to levies, the amounts to be added or deducted in computing refunds
for cereals, and free-at-frontier cereal prices:
Supplement No. 2 of 19 January 1966
Supplement No. 3 of 26 Jamary 1966
Supplement No. 4 of 2 February 1966
Supplement No. 5 of 9 Eebruary 1966
Supplement No. 6 of 16 February .1966
C. Recent publications of the European Economic Community (r)
816l 
Non-periodical publications
Corps diplomatique acctidit6 auprEs_de la Communautd dconomique europdenne (Diplomatic
mrsslons accredited to the European Economic Community)1966. 96 pp. (0. 10s.9d.; gl.r0; Bfrs.7,
STUDIES 
- 
Agricultural Series
8t39
N: P 
- 
Les organismes grjupant les pr'oducteurs pour Ia vente de fruits ec l6gumes frais dansles Etats membres de la 
,cEE .(aspects juridiques,- _importance, r6le 6conomi{'ue) [Growers,associations for the sale oJ fresh fruir and vegetables'in EEC M.-bei 5t.t.i-(t.gri-r.p.iii,importance, economic role)]
1966. 128 pp. (f, d, i, n). 7s.6d.; 91.00; Bfrs.50
STUDIES 
- 
Social Policy Series
81r1 i
ry'11 
- 
Etude comparative 
*:!:rormes ligislatives rCgissant la protection des jeunes travailleursd.ans les pays mem-bres de la 9EE (Comparative. survey of statutory rules govirning the protic-tion of young workers in EEC member countries)
1966. ll1 pp. (f, d, i, n). l4s.6d.; 92.00; Bfr;.100
Thc abbrcviationr aftcr cach titlc indiqtc thc languagc io which thc dmmcnts have bcca publishcd : ( = FrcnchlGcrman; i 
= 
ttalian; D 
= 
Dutch; c = Enilish-.
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8t72 |
No 12 
- 
Les salaires dans les branches d'industrie 
- 
Construction m6tallique 
- 
Imprimerie 
-Confection (\Vages in industry; Steel erection,- printing, ready-made clothing)
L966. 80 pp. (f, d, i, n). 9s.0d.; $1.20; Bfrs.60
817'
No 1l 
- 
La protection de la maternit6 dans les six pays de la CEE (Maternal welfare in the
EEC countries)
1966. 48 pp. (f, d, i, n). 7s.6d.; $1.00; Bfrs.10
8166
Commission Recommendation of 7 JuLy 1961 to the Member States concerning the housing of
workers and their families rnoving within the Community (Extract from the official gazette
of the European Communities, 27 luly 1961)
1966. 20 pp. (f, d, i, n, e). Free
814'
Taxes in the European Economic Community. A comprehensive inventory of- taxes levied by
central aovernment'and the local authorities (Liinder, departments, regioos, provinces, communes)
with ta6les showing revenues for the years 196l and 1962. (1965 Edition)
1966. 204 pp. +Z tables (f, d. i. n. e: in prepardion). 12s.6d.; $1.70; Bfrs'85
4oo2
Periodical publications
' Graphs and notes on rhe Economic Situation in the Community. Monthly. No. 1/66. Three
bilingual editions: e/f, d/n, f/i. 
.
Frice"per issue: 1ls.bd.; $O.lOl Afrs. z:. Annual subscription: t1.16s.0d.; $5.00; Bfrs.2)0
Cii Infor-n,ionr. March6s agricoles. Echanges commerciaux.- (EEC .Inforr-nation. A.griculturalftl".t"t.. Trade). Twice montlly. Nos. 1 anJ2 February 1966 (t/d/i/o). Limited distribution.
Cif tnfor*r,ions. Marchc agricoles. Prix. (EEC Information. Agriculturat markets. Prices.)
Twice monthly. Nos. L and 2/1966 (t/d/i/n). Limited distribution.
8tr2 \
Fonds Europ6en de D6veloppement 
- 
Premier FED 
- 
Situation bimestrielle des P{oietl-eo \
ex6cution i Date de mise i iour 31-12-196r. (t). (European Development Fund. .First E-DF
- 
Projects in progress: bimonthly situation up to 3l December 1965). Limited distribution.
8160
Fonds Europien de D6veloppemenr 
- 
Situation des proiets du Deuxiime FED en ex6cution 
-bri. a".ii. i iour l1-tZii961. (t). (European Devel6-pment Fuod. Second FD.F 
- 
Proiects
io Irogr"rs; bimonthly situation tif to 3l December 1965). Irregular. Limited distribution.
D. Publications by the joint services of the three Communities
Joint Information Service
. 
Pillicatiou by olticet in capital cities
. 
Bonn: Europlische Gemeinschaft No. 2, February 1966
The Hague: Europese Gemeenschap No. 79, February 1966
Paris: Communaut6 europ6enne No. 2, February 1966
Rome: Communitl Europea No. 2, Februarv 1966
London: European Community No. 2, Februatytl966
\Tashington: European Community No. 89, February 1966
Otber ptblicatr'ozr.' Comunidad europea: No. 2, February 7966
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Statistical Office of the European Communities
General Statistical Bulletin 
- 
No. 2-1966
Commerce extdrieur: Statistique 
-ensueile 
- 
No 2-1966 (Foreign Trade: Monthly Statistics
- 
No. 2-1966)
Commerce extdrieur: Tableaux analytiques 
- 
Importations et Exportations 1964 (Foreign Trade:Import-Export 1964)
Associis d'outre-mer: Statistisue du- 
_com-merc-e_ ext6rieur 
- 
No 3-1966 (Overseas AssociatedAreas: Foreign Trade Statistiis 
- 
No. j-1966)
Statistiques industrielles 
- 
No f-i966 (Industrial Statistics 
- 
No. l-1966)
statistiques.sociales 
- 
No 6-1965 
- 
salaires CEE (social statisrics 
- 
No. 6-196) 
- 
wagesin the EEC)
Statistiques sociales 
- 
S6rie_ 1p6ciale. 
- 
Belgique et Pays-Bas (Social Staristics 
- 
Special
Series 
- 
Belgium and the Netherlands)
Siddrurgie 
- 
No 1-1966 (Iron and Steel 
- 
No. L-1966)
Statistiques de linergie 
- 
No 1-1966 (Energy-Statistics No. 1-1966)
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